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Editor’s Introduction

This volume is the twelfth in a series of annual Samplers featuring
the best prose, poetry, & artwork published by Scriptor Press in the
previous year.

Sniff the air, it smells like revolution again . . . some of it, to put
the other, the not-we, back into his corner, or better yet underfoot, to
elevate our view, & assure our feelings of superiority, the old, easy hate,
slicked up in a slightly altered set of words . . .

but not all, no. Sometimes the scent is of hope, muscling up &
pushing around. Hope that none are too low to be raised up from suffering,
nor too high to be pulled down some, made to account for blood on the
hands.

Old scents, new scents, whichever, live beings ever sniff in the
now. Accept this volume as recent news from some sharp-nosed artists—
warnings & ecstasies alike.

Raymond Soulard, Jr.
Editor & Publisher

Scriptor Press New England

******
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                                                  Dave King

The Psychedelic Experience: Is It Real?
(essay)

From A Short Introduction to Hallucinogens, 2009.

Possibly the most frequent argument I hear against the psychedelic
experience is the claim that it is not real. It is a delusion, an illusion, an aberration
from the truth of sobriety. There is no way of scientifically evaluating reality,
and so the following is only my opinion—but it is an opinion formed as a
result of experience, research, and a great deal of contemplation. I shall attempt
to explain why, in my opinion, the reality argument is flawed.

I will use the term “hallucinogen” throughout this essay because it is
the word most commonly used to refer to this class by the media and by the
layman. There is a great problem with the term hallucinogen. A hallucination
is, by definition, something that does not exist in the external world.
Hallucinogen, therefore, immediately creates an image of something that has
no root in validity, of a perceptual conjuror of illusion. I shall endeavor to
explain the role of true (or full) hallucinations in the “validity” of hallucinations
and the psychedelic experience, and the “validity” of the psychedelic experience.
It is important to remember that hallucinations and the psychedelic experience
are not synonymous.

True hallucinations are not particularly central to the psychedelic
experience. Distortions in space and time, through any sense, can be argued to
be on the hallucinogenic spectrum, but the infrequent experience (indeed, an
experience almost unfound except at high doses, or from various doses of very
particular hallucinogens) of a complete sensory delusion is often not important.
Not only can a true hallucination ever be proved to be false, as it is often perceived
to be more real by the user than “reality” itself, but the psychedelic experience
has greater value elsewhere. Hallucinogens alter the way in which you process
information in a profound but sometimes subtle way. That which is valued
highest is an ability to strip the user of presupposition and conditioning, to
induce life-changing experiences of ineffable profundity, and to allow one to
view the world as he or she did as a child, far freer of clouding judgment. If
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somebody takes 200ug of LSD with the hedonistic intention of getting
hammered and having a laugh, it is likely that they will gain no more from the
experience than that. If, however, a hallucinogen is taken with the aim of gaining
a greater understanding of oneself or the world in which he or she lives, or for
self-development, or for freeing the subconscious for psychotherapy, it is more
than likely that the user will experience some sort of elucidation. The changing
of the manner in which one thinks can lead to incredible insights of a
philosophical nature, if one applies the tool they are given to appropriate ends.
It is true that open-eye hallucinations, that is to say the appreciation of sensory
information that has no root in the external world, are rare. Far more frequently,
the pattern of perception is altered so that the same data is collected by the
senses and sent to the brain, but the very mechanism of the brain changes to
alter the final image perceived. It is as if a code-breaker suddenly started using
a new algorithm to interpret messages. It is impossible to quantifiably assess the
validity of either mechanism, except by defining true perception as that most
commonly experienced. This has certain problems. Firstly, perception can never
be truly translated. Secondly, it is self-evident that to compare this altered
algorithm to the seemingly ever-prevailing algorithm of sobriety, the latter will
appear more prevalent, causing the former to be considered untrue. This is
simply bad reasoning, for all it says is that there are more people sober, more of
the time, than there are people under the influence of a hallucinogen.

The most common form of hallucination is of a kind which we can
experience sober, every day (and certainly every night): closed eye visuals. For
those of us with strong visual imaginations, images manifest themselves when
one closes one’s eyes. Under the hallucinogenic influence, these images become
markedly more intense, vivid, clear and explorative. Occasionally, these images
may creep under the eyelid when the eye is open, and fractal patterns may be
superimposed upon reality.

One of the most salient forms of open-eye visuals, according to my
research, is the recognition and manifestation of previously unappreciated
patterns. Looking at an uneven surface, or upon scattered gravel, the surface of
a brick, the crumpling of a fabric, or at a bed of grass, one may focus upon
particular configurations and relationships previously unidentified. Another
form is an unconscious reduction of a visual area to its basic patterns of size and
lines and form, which leads to a cycling though various mental archetypes to
which the pattern could be assigned. A crumpled bit of paper, for instance,
could be looked at and identified as a whole host of things, depending on the
way it was folded and the casting of shadows. It may appear as a face, and then
as a house, or as a mouse fighting for a piece of cheese. Normally, unless one

falls too much into this game, the sober form is still appreciated.
This is a game that, like the closed-eye visuals, can be played without

the taking of a hallucinogen. Meditate upon a physical item until it is
unrecognizable, or repeat a word over and over again until you have forgotten
its meaning, and it appears alien and infinitely improbable.

Distortions in space are very hard to analyze. A wall may appear to
have lost its flat, linear properties, and may appear weaving and bobbing like
the skin of an ocean. Compare it to a ruler, however, and the ruler also is pulsing
and breathing. Perform any test of physics you like, and the results would be
the same as under sober conditions, and yet it is quite manifestly different.
How can one quantifiably explain the distortion in the perception of what is
usually called a centimeter? It still appears to be 10 millimeters across, but what
on earth does that mean? To look across a room may cast its dimensions into
measurement of miles, of vast distances. And yet, it is a vast distance. Compared
to a supernova somewhere in the depths of space, we are unfathomably tiny,
but compared to an atom or a Planck length, we are also immeasurably massive.
Every step we take spans billions of molecular measurements. If we are tiny, we
are tiny titans. To look through psychedelic eyes at the world, and to see
distortions in space, one may very well think it to be somehow invalid. But
upon inspection, upon real observation, it is an impossible thing to claim. The
beauty of the psychedelic experience is that one can openly, and with a clear,
rational mind, look at the world through sober eyes, and the next minute change
the world completely (and yet at the same time, not in the slightest), and by
doing so enable a direct comparative analysis of perception. It is quite literally
a temporary broadening of human understanding.

The human perception of the world is a very complex thing to analyze.
From philosophy to psychology to neurochemistry, it is central to almost
everything we can study. World-views differ among ages, cultures, subcultures,
individuals, states of consciousness, emotive temperaments, and extra-physical
beliefs—and are virtually impossible to compare. Think about how your own
perception of the world has changed throughout your life. I will detour away
from the realm of psychedelics temporarily to bring you examples of different
ways people see the world and factors that contribute to these different
perceptions.

There is a theory known as the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which claims
that our very understanding of the nature of the world around us is shaped by
our linguistic systems and classifications. It postulates a systematic relationship
between our thought patterns, our mental categorization of our habitat, and
our behavior with the structure and pattern of our language.
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It all comes down to classification systems, on which our understanding
of the world is reliant. Take the color spectrum. The English language splits a
certain section of the spectrum into the following five classifications: green,
blue, grey, brown, and black. Standard Welsh takes the same section and divides
it into four divisions: gwyrdd, glas, llwyd, and du. Gwyrdd refers to about half
of the English green spectrum; glas to the remaining half, the entirety of the
blue spectrum and half of grey; llwyd to half of grey and half of black; and du to
the remainder of brown and the entirety of black. Modern colloquial Welsh has
the five categories gwyrdd, glas, llwyd, brown, and du, which match the English
color classifications precisely. The Ibo language splits this section of the spectrum
into only two categories: ahehea ndu (green, blue, and a little grey ) and ojii
(brown, black, and a little grey). The writings of Homer show Ancient Greek
color classifications to have been divided by shade or darkness, as opposed to
hue. Homer will refer to a wine-dark ocean, and is describing its lightness. He
is not saying that the ocean is red. The English language, according to Paul Kay,
has eleven basic words for color across the full spectrum, while the New Guinea
language Dani has only two, and the Amazonian Pirahu tribe have no
fundamental vocabulary for color at all. They simply do not analyze and classify
that particular area of sensory information in the way that we do.

What does this example show us? It shows us how language is linked to
classification systems in our understanding of the world. Cultures may have
different words for the same things, you might say, but they surely see the same
things? What does it matter if they divide things differently?

Our language causes us to draw invisible lines around things. This is a
necessary development of thought, for it would be impossible to function in
the way that we do without an ability to identify objects. Imagine that you are
standing in a wood, but you do not have any sort of vocabulary such as “tree” or
“branch” to define what you see around you. You are staring at what you would
under other circumstances call a tree; the language to which you are normally
accustomed would cause you to group a particular series of shapes together.
Without language to distinguish anything in your field of vision from another,
would you have any sort of appreciation that the trunk, the branches, the twigs,
the leaves, and the roots were a “single object,” while the ground, the grass, and
the surrounding trees were separate? If you had an appreciation of a word for
only “leaf,” you would divide the world into “leaves” and “not-leaves.” The rest
of the tree, the ground, the surrounding trees, the branches, and everything else
that falls under the category of “not-leaf” would be identifiable under a single
label.

Imagine this scenario a step further: you have no language and you

have just found yourself in this wood as your first experience on earth. You
have never before seen anything, heard anything, or smelt anything. Would
you see that wood then as you saw it before? It would be completely and utterly
transfigured. With no classification systems and no language, there would be
no immediate understanding of depth, distance, color, texture, or light.
Remember that in a non-anthropocentric sense, the universe is just an infinite
series of happenings. The eyeball (in conjunction with the brain) is able to
identify a particular type of happening—the movement of photons—but the
images that we see of the world do not exist anywhere except in the human
mind. If we close our eyes, it does not mean that the world out there ceases to
exist, and neither does it mean that when we have our eyes open we create the
world around us, but we do create a type of information from the otherwise
arbitrary input of data that our eyes receive to produce the visual sense of the
world. Hence the old philosophical conundrum of whether or not a tree makes
a sound if it falls in a wood, with nobody to hear it. Yes, the fallen tree would
cause vibrations through the air as it hit the ground, but the word “sound”
refers to the way in which the human brain interprets a particular kind of
otherwise arbitrary data and turns it into a type of information. With no human
to hear the tree falling, it cannot make a sound, because the sound is not made
by the falling tree—the falling tree produces only the environmental factors for
the brain to decipher—the sound is made by the brain.

Before language, before the brain has had time to make classification
systems and order the kaleidoscopic mayhem of sensory data into a manageable
system of perception, that person in the woods would be seeing a wholly different
world to the one we live in. That person does not yet know that a particular
sequence of lines, colors, and shapes means a tree, or that a particular
configuration can be used to determine distance and depth. Moreover, without
any sort of linguistic line between what he will later come to call “I” and what
he will later come to call “the world,” there is no divorce between subject and
object. This newly born person is exposed to the world in its most truthful
manifestation, before the brain has a chance to impose order and classification,
meaning and comprehension. This person will grow, learning all the time to
classify and categorize the world into identifiable chunks. I believe that this
process is not entirely dictated by language, but that language is an indubitably
important factor. The ability to memorize first requires the ability to categorize,
to turn data into information. Consequently, this person will forget what it is
like to see through the eyes of a newborn baby, and later what it is like to be a
child. This person will live in the here and now, the ever-rolling continuum of
the present.
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Shakespeare said that, “the fool doth think he is wise, but the wise man
knows himself to be a fool.” Lao Tzu said that, “to know that you do not know
is the best. To pretend to know when you do not know is a disease,” and Socrates
said that, “the only true wisdom is in knowing you know nothing,” All too
often, one forgets how little he or she knows, and how much he or she does not.
All too often one believes that he or she knows precisely what is what. The
person born in the woods will one day see the world, burdened by conditioning,
presupposition, and habit, and he or she will say “this is truth.” With all the
cultures in the world, with their different ideologies, with completely different
perceptions of their environment, with different opinions and faiths and beliefs,
with their different languages, their different subcultures and values, their
different individuals and religions and philosophies, their different diets and
sleeping patterns and exposures to light, what exactly is this truth? And what of
the fluctuation within individuals themselves, of emotional change, of spiritual
change? What of the changes caused by maturity, by sleep deprivation, or by
food deprivation? The truth is argued not to be what is out there, because that
does not change, the truth is argued to be a specific biochemical, physiological
configuration. The truth is a set of particular neuroelectrical pathways, that
change from day to day, from person to person, and whether or not a particular
chemical has been ingested. “This is truth,” one says, but he or she does not
know truth.

Imagine being brought up in a world where you are taught quite
inflexibly what is what. In this world, there is a library, full of books that suggest
rather manifestly that what what is, is not necessarily what you believed it to
be. These books offer a different perspective, a new way of seeing. They may or
may not hold any truth, but who is to say whether or not they hold any more or
less truth than what you thought previously? All they offer is a new way of
looking at the world.

Dr. Timothy Leary identified three factors that influence a psychedelic
experience: the drug, the set, and the setting. Without knowledge of the latter
two, it is very hard to suggest how an experience might play out. Set refers to
the mindset of the person taking the substance: what they plan to achieve from
it, their previous experience, and their personality. Setting refers to the
surroundings in which the drug is taken. During clinical experiments with
hallucinogens, doctors found that users would react with anxiety and discomfort
to the hospital setting, with its hard, white, sterilized appearance. It is common
for users to experience a wish to be in a natural setting, or a garden. The drug
itself plays an obvious part, but a sensible user of psychedelics will pay careful
attention to both set and setting when preparing for an experience.

The psychedelic experience may be accompanied by a vibrant, brilliant
enhancement of colors—as if they were only really being seen for the first time.
Distortions in time and space often occur, as may a depersonalization of self,
something known as ego-loss. Without falling into an unconscious state of any
kind, the world manifests itself in a way not unlike a dream that appears far
more real than the normal world does. Objects that are usually unnoticed may
develop new significance, and it is not uncommon to find elucidation in entirely
new aspects of things with which you had thought yourself familiar. The filter
of the psychedelic experience is almost invariably one accompanied by a feeling
of ineffability—a feeling that what is being experienced cannot be described by
language, and that an attempt to do so will at best produce a vague, futile, and
inadequate representation (in the same way that a photograph will not always
satisfactorily encapsulate the precise nature of a situation). The psychedelic
experience can produce deep analytic introspection, or it can induce a euphoric
and vocal appreciation of the world. It can bypass the expectations of what we
usually suppose to see, and what we usually look for, and show us something
new or unforeseen. As a psychoanalytic or psychotherapeutic tool, it can yield
incredible results. It is not uncommon to hear that a psychedelic experience has
been such a profound, spiritual, religious, or philosophical encounter that the
user treasures it as a rare and often life-changing moment for the rest of his or
her life.

For those of you with objections to the use of hallucinogens, you may
well find it an interesting exercise to examine precisely what it is about them
that makes you feel that way. With a poorly chosen set and setting, unpleasant
“bad trips” can occur; perhaps you know somebody who has had such an
unfortunate experience. Perhaps your objection is a direct effect of their illegality,
but this is not as simple as it seems. Perhaps (and this certainly is not a reason
that would be unjust) you feel unnerved by their power to alter the workings of
the mind so profoundly. All human fear is rooted in an inability to control, and
although the psychedelic experience is often accompanied by a feeling of clarity
and sobriety (depending on the drug), it is certainly a terrifying thought to lose
control of one’s own mind, even temporarily. I do not know your reasons for
objection, and I have no desire to change your mind, nor do I want to appear to
be condemning your view. But as the saying goes, a mind is like a parachute: if
it isn’t open, it won’t work. It’s not a great simile, but you get the idea.

To object to hallucinogens, without personal experimentation, on the
fervent belief that what they present is not real, is a viewpoint I find most
peculiar. Indeed, to have an absolute, immovable belief about anything at all
without a personal experience in it is something I find a little silly. One might
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as well believe with equal fervency that the mindset of someone under practiced
meditation is not real, or that one from a different culture and language sees
the world in a way with less truth than you. I may as well claim that the drug of
human sobriety shows us visions, hallucinations of structure and framework, of
a practical unreality. Against what is this value of truth measured? It is wise to
make sure that you are not egocentrically elevating your own flexible, malleable
mindset to the position of truth. One cannot very well assess the reality of a
situation of which they have no experience. Surely to take one configuration of
brain activity and to compare it against another configuration, which is precisely
what one is doing here, and to somehow decide that the world is more accurately
analyzed via one than the other, especially with an understanding only of what
one of these sets of data actually signifies, must be a fallacy.

All we can really say is that our sober mindset (a particular neurological
pattern) has been deemed by natural selection more appropriate for survival
than any other—for we do not find ourselves day to day in a natural state such
as that conjured by 400mg of mescaline. The fact that we have this particular
sober mindset proves that, against all competing “base states,” we have evolved
that particular neurological pattern as an appropriate state to exist in. If an
archaic Homo sapiens, 200,000 years ago, came across a predator under a mindset
akin to that produced by some hallucinogens, they may very well be more
inclined to approach it with a sense of wonder and curiosity than to turn tail
and flee. As you may appreciate, this is not a great approach for survival purposes.
Nevertheless, this cannot mean that the sober mindset is in any way more valid
or more truthful than any other, merely that it may have been more useful in a
fight-or-flight situation in our ancestral past.

The opportunity to examine the world in a wholly new way, assuming
that this examination is not accompanied by any physiological or metabolic
detriment, is in my opinion such an important opportunity because it provides
a unique holiday from one’s sober mindset to fully compare and analyze what
one previously held as truths. It provides a temporary release from a whole host
of preconceptions, predispositions, and presuppositions. In our sober lives we
see very much what we wish to see in the world around us. The psychedelic
experience offers a chance to see more of what we notice every day, but haven’t
really seen since childhood. That which, like a cosmic optical illusion, can be
seen in a different way. How much truth it may contain is something personal,
something that must be experienced and analyzed and contemplated by those
people who have an interest in discovering it for themselves. My opinions are
of no more validity than yours, but I would ask you keep an open and a curious
mind to all avenues of life. An opinion cannot be of very much personal value

if one has never really thought properly about what it means.
The truth of the psychedelic experience, the reality . . . what authority

does the deaf man have to judge the truthfulness of sound? That is a riddle that
can only be answered by those who choose to find out for themselves.

* * * * * *
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                                                Ric Amante

To a Mockingbird

Dear mockingbird,
pull us out of our heads
into the melodic torrent crashing
at your soft charcoal throat.
Give us proper voice to express
the quickening leaps and dirges
of the era we’re perched in.
Mockingbird,
teach us again to just shut down and sit
within the wild graces of your mimicry.
Much has been said already—
how do we begin to move deeper,
divested of half-solutions?
Mockingbird,
lift us to the next branch of kinship
where all paths conjoin, glimmer,
lead direct to the other.
The earth is a network
whose truths and eyes
are meant to expand.
Dear mockingbird,
bury us gaily with daily recreation.
A stack of notes from the edge of the chimney
and we merge, mend, release.

* * *
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Find That Machine

Back up in the hills
there’s rumor of an old ego collider—
a circular tunnel of glacial granite
smooth and quietly cool,
entrance at the base
of a stand of red sumac.
Here protons of selfhood accelerate, smash, and transform
in a subterranean merry-go-round
until desire and the power to crush it
break out in a new particle.
You have finally left the building.
And now the dart of a bird, crawl of an ant,
heavy green toss of oak leaves
brushing up against a too-blue sky
are all amulet, ally, miracle.
Every few years someone stumbles out of these woods—
broken grin flashing,
sunspots pulsing and flaring within.
Every moment now gifted and unnamed,
incomprehensible in wonder and woe—
the walk to work and the work of love
one and the same and not yours.
Everything stripped away
nothing to hang anything onto—
what a relief to not have to care about
what you think
you would like
to have happen.

* * *

For Zannemarie

I pressed her water-beaded breasts
close to my chest as she stepped out of the shower.
There she was first thing in the morning
clear eyes pulsing wet skin flushed
fresh from the steam surely a lily
at the very least a goddess
at the utmost a mystery and blessing.
What fate places in your arms will humble you,
she said to me through heartbeat.
I enveloped her like the softest towel.

The world will try to slice you
into cold pieces of disbelief,
yet is there a more beautiful sight
than your lover naked, radiant, restored?
A clasp before the bathroom mirror,
her flesh warm and fragrant,
my shirt damp and happy—
this may not stop the coming dark,
but it does give us a running start
to move right in and through it.

* * *
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                                 Raymond Soulard, Jr.

Labyrinthine
[a new fixtion]

(excerpts)

lxii. / xxv. / ii.

It was a story Bowie told Christa one night, one he’d told Gretta on
another night years back, & the difference between the two stories was
something, maybe everything—

“I was coming off a bad case, a really bad one. Murder, betrayal, the
common good defended in the worst possible way—I was on leave, a long one,
nobody  knew for sure if I’d be back. But I’d sacrificed things on this case, dear
things, some you only get once in the first place & usually don’t get back—

“I was a drinker then, & maybe the worst kind. I’d go on holy mission
drunks, look for God in the worst places. I had this idea that it was only in the
worst & best of the world that anything holy might appear to me. Pain &
beauty are both experienced as a kind of suffering”

The story up to this point was pretty much the same, though with
Gretta he drank red wine & with Christa he smoked a fine blunt. Gretta matched
him glass for glass. Christa loved ganja as much as hard fucking but she took a
little coaxing with both.

“I lived in a city for awhile & got to know its alleys, the parks where
the cops let the bums stay awhile, the beat restaurants & coffeeshops. I’d been
there long enough to have something of a separate identity in these places. I
needed it sometimes, & then after awhile needed to get back to my payjob—

“I even had a few buddies down & out, they knew little about me, I let
a fractured narrative grow up about an alcoholic, used to be a lawyer maybe,
now disabled, maybe a little bit sick—something like that—”

The next part he told Gretta, not Christa, the wine slowed him a bit,
the ganja hurried him along, no real explain in that—

“Some of my buddies had seen real hard times. One had been in the
military, the Marines he claimed, but he was proud & haunted by it both.
That’s really putting it wrong.

“Another had done some jail time for some violent things. Now he was

The People vs. Buddha

Drunk on the wine, the emptiness, the caring,
our ship of blood embarks its battered port,
coursing arteries north, veins south
to the silent canals of the fingers,
where a bright red drop wells up on one tip,
pricked by the sadness of time.

In still and cool museum halls sits the Buddha—
magnificent, sturdy, calm—emanating eternity.
His upturned bronze palms lie bloodless
under harsh halogen glare—
carry the shadows of wrongs,
fashion the hands to forgiveness.
Beneath his full gaze we crumble.

Or sputter, drift, reform.
Ride the crests, weather the troughs, chase the moonlight—
forever stuck at the wheel.

For you one evening it all fell away.
Under your tree you stopped pursuing,
even as you ran down the hillside.

And we, too, seldom and brief,
watch it all without clamor unfold.
Sail out, free and open,
leaving our name at the shoreline.

Yet our ship of blood will snag again
on tides of memory and desire,
and not today, not yet, not until
we chose to ditch this mortal craft
will we join you in the voyage.

* * * * * *
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system for beating the lotto system. I don’t even know if New Mexico has a
lottery, always meant to look it up. Wouldn’t be hard to find out.”

Gretta laughs, pours them both more wine. Christa says nothing, listens
restlessly.

“These were Spanish people, Catholics, full of that ribald piety people
get when—”

“Ribald piety?” Gretta snorts.
“Yah. They lived close to God but like you would a tribal father. There

were moments when God’s creation just seemed ridiculous to them.”
“Ridiculous how?” asked Christa. Gretta just nodded.
“They’d drink hard some Saturday nights. The preacher would show

up, sometimes, & once in awhile he’d take his fill of wine, & the talk would
turn to God. God & sex. God & drink. God & the government. Sometimes
the preacher would say something & everyone would fall down.”

Bowie nodded, like that was that. “He wouldn’t talk about the UFOs
though. Not a word. They’d try.”

“‘Why couldn’t Jesus come back in a spaceship? Isn’t that better than
an E.T. invasion? They’re there, Padre, you seen them as much as any of us.’

“If he was drinking his share, the Padre would nod, mumble a prayer.
Once he said, ‘Whatever they are, they fly in God’s skies & come from God’s
stars. They are God’s strange angels.’ If he was sober he would fuss around the
picnic tables on the edge of town where we would gather with our jugs &
home-made tortillas, he would growl about our lapses to attend church, or our
obvious hangovers.

“The night it happened was a windy one. High, dusty winds, everyone
indoors before dusk, nothing visible. My friend would insist, every single time,
that Rosie had not gone out, had stayed in with him & their cats. He would
begin to yell & we had to calm him down just to get him to go on, because he
would go on. He had to tell it, it was the only story he cared about, & nothing
since had mattered.”

Gretta nodded, sipped. Christa would take Bowie’s hand, hope the
story would be quick. It was too spooky & the ganja was very strong.

“But in the morning they found him with the door wide open, & it
was easy to see by all the dust & scatter that it had been open during the storm.
The morning was clear, sunny, like no dust storms had ever existed. But Rosie
was gone.”

Bowie nodded to himself mostly. “Paul could barely talk. His clothes
were filthy. He wasn’t drunk but he wasn’t right. Finally he started in.

“‘Was she mad? Did she walk out to cool off? You two fight sometimes.’

old & tired, not much flared up his old temper.
“We’d meet & drink coffee, & I’d spike our drinks with cheap whiskey,

& most of it was bullshit, which suited me fine but sometimes a word hits a
nerve & someone goes off—old blood spill is fucking happening again, it’s
happening now.

“Sometimes it was just the place & the night. There was one park
where you could get a clear view of the stars. I don’t know, there weren’t many
streetlamps near or something, & we’d sit there drinking a jug of Dago red I got
us, sipping it really, by the hour, letting it ride us through the night, we’d have
our sleeping rolls & jackets, talking, talking, & sometimes not talking, & some
cops would hassle us, & some wouldn’t, they had moods & bad nights like
anyone else, & the stories weren’t much mostly, usually about things we didn’t
have & wanted. Women. Good food. Better health. A bed to sleep in that
wasn’t a residents hotel or shelter.”

Gretta nodded & said nothing. Her hometown Seattle had its
population of homeless & poor. She could see Bowie hunkered down among
them, finding something there the rest of his life—

“One guy told a story of how he lost his wife & every time he told it
we’d end up arguing over it. He said it wasn’t natural, what happened, how she
should have survived that fire, how the fire never should have started in the first
place, how it wasn’t his fault or her fault but it damned well was somebody, or
something’s fault. He was sure of that.”

Gretta & Christa both get to hear this story though Christa’s
alternatively begins “I knew a guy once who told me & some buddies a story”
& so on.

“He said they lived in New Mexico, a little town in the desert, where
she was from & where he moved to when they got married. They’d met on a
Greyhound bus, & traveled til they had no money or options left but go home,
her home, marry & set up shop.”

He’d pause. Gretta nodded again, a good listener. Christa would nod
too, but impatient. His stories made her restless & uncertain. Maybe it was the
ganja.

“So they came home & it took awhile to explain to everyone in town
who & what he was. Her family was willing enough, figuring she was bound
soon for colting it up, might as well have a ring on. He knew enough about
fixing cars during the week, & when to kneel & sing at Mass on Sunday, to find
his shallow place in things.

“They had a small house, she kept it clean & he worked part-time at
her uncle’s garage fixing cars while this uncle drank tequila & worked on his
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would ever look at her, her smooth body under clunky clothes meant to keep
boys away, listened to her thoughts, the books she read & could quote, & add
to, he would want to take her. She knew this without obsessing on it. Her trick
that year was to fake a schoolgirl crush on him for the town’s satisfaction, while
bearing a woman’s quiet, erotic rush for him, nobody knew. He was not a man
to notice much less act on a schoolgirl crush, so even as she approached him,
waving her hand awkwardly to get his attention, her real attraction was hidden
safely between swathes of deception—

“He didn’t look up but nodded at her. She’d never been alone with
him. She felt light.”

Gretta suggested they take a walk outside. She was cramped & feeling
loopy. The story had amused her, involved her, now it was starting to bother
her.

The sky was a dark bath of bright lights, & Gretta lit up a hookah pipe
as they sat on her porch, third floor of an apartment building in the hills a few
miles from Luna T’s Cafe. The city was noise & movement distantly below.

Bowie sucked the pipe, twice, & resumed telling. “He asked her what
books she had with her. She started, inside, & looked at her thin volumes like
they were poisonous creatures, then cohered. ‘Nothing. Research. They’re not
even really books. They’re articles I sent away for & they came in binders.’

“He didn’t look up. Paula wondered if she should leave. She didn’t
want to. She really didn’t want to.

“‘I have an interest in science. That’s going to be my major next fall.’
“‘Why?’
“Why. Nobody asked that. Why? Fuck. Because I’m a geek girl?
“‘Because of the loco shit that happens out here,’ she heard herself say.
“He looked up. He smiled. She felt like a goofy kid. ‘Yah. I’ve been

wondering about that too.’
“It was clumsy talk at first. Their connection was Rosie but not a word

about her. Paul didn’t ask easy questions. After awhile, he just talked. Eventually,
about Rosie.

“‘Something’s out here. I’ve known that since I lived here. Something
live, & it’s not human. But I don’t know what that makes it.

“‘When I first met Rosie, before we even talked on the bus, I saw her
reading a book. She told me later it was alternative theory. She said you hear the
same old shit from hippies & Indians & UFO nuts. It was like people thought
they were onto something when they weren’t. They were mouthing what
everyone else was saying. I asked myself, “OK, how do I break this? How do my
ideas come from here,” her head, “& in here,” her heart, not from someone

“‘No. It was a peaceful night. I fell asleep in that armchair right there.
She was reading one of her science magazines. We had the radio on. I was tired,
light-headed. I didn’t tell her. It was nothing. I fell asleep watching the storm,
the way it clouded our window. Look at that window! That was all. I fell asleep.
Rosie was reading.’

“The police in town investigated, no signs of blood or a fight. Nothing.
Her clothes & books were in their spots. Half the town walked right into the
desert, calling, looking for clues.”

Christa is too high for any more. She touches his arm. He smiles. Gretta
nods, sips, listens.

“Paul didn’t say anything strange for months. He didn’t say much at
all. Rosie’s family surrounded him with love, comfort. He had loved their Rosie
as they had; all were bonded forever in this sorrow.

“There was a party, months had gone by. It was high school graduation
& the town was ready to ease up. A lot of tension rode through it, the kind only
singing & dancing & wine foolishness under a great big moon can help to cure.
When Paul showed up, neatly dressed, smiling, the night seemed totally blessed.

“Rosie had a cousin, Paula, & everyone but Paul knew that Paula had
a crush on him. She wasn’t pushy, & she knew nobody really thought anything
would happen. Paula was leaving the town, going to college, people figured
she’d move along—

“But Paula wasn’t what people thought, & in truth she knew Paul better
than anyone else in the town. It had happened by accident. After a week or so
of looking & calling, the search for Rosie dwindled. Nobody said it to Paul but
everyone assumed she was gone. It was time to mourn, to accept. Out of respect
for him, people gave him his space, murmured their grief to each other in
private.

“Paula knew more than anyone did. She had seen Rosie that afternoon,
knew Rosie was going, & might not return. She told nobody. But she looked at
Paul secretly in those early days & felt wild with guilt. She couldn’t have told
him where she was, but she could have told him more than anyone else knew.

“Paula spent a lot of time in the desert; her obligations to high school
were fewer. Teachers were assured of her future & let her have her extra time.
She wasn’t dating anyone so none of the adults in her life worried.

“Paula was alone one afternoon, wandering the scrub & cacti, when
she saw Paul. He was a distance from her, crouched down, still, maybe in deep
thought.

“She wanted to leave him be, knew that would be best, but she knew
from giggling nights with Rosie what kind of man he was. She knew if he
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The screen is still a glare to him, & the sound is an angry buzz. He sits,
waits. OK, whoever, here I am.

I loved movies when I was a kid. Sometimes when shit was bad at
school & home I’d go three times a week. It was just an escape for a long time,
I didn’t care what I saw too much.

Then a theatre opened up that changed me. It had a funny name . . .
what? Nada Film School. I didn’t know at first that nada meant “nothing” in
Spanish, & I didn’t know til way later that this theatre was named after someone,
a man or a family, I was never sure.

They showed strange movies. I don’t mean it was one of those snobby
art theatres. I got into those later, for a little while.

Nada Film School showed student films, unfinished movies, home
movies, & sometimes movies people knew but usually cut up collage style.
Maybe it showed complete famous movies too, I don’t know, probably, but I
don’t remember them.

I cried when it closed & yet what’s funny is that nobody was nice to
me there. I started going when I was 16, 17, & I went a lot, but nobody ever
nodded friendly to me, sometimes I wondered if they’d just kick me out one
day or not let me in. So I was careful. I was quiet. A lot of people weren’t, they’d
hoot & boo something they didn’t like—

Why am I back here? It’s the same place. Telling me to jump & fucking
with my memories at the same time.

It’s not Benny, I don’t think. After it was torn down & a huge mall put
in its place, I never dreamed about being in it. Just coming & finding it gone.
Every time. In my dreams it wasn’t there even to get kicked out of. So I had my
memories & they dimmed over the years.

I sniff. Yes, they sold a weird spiced popcorn & spiced cola & spiced
chocolate, & their combined scent lived in the theater—whoever’s doing this
to me is deep in my head, deeper than Benny’s ever been. Deeper than Penelope
or Xtina or the countless junkies & potheads who filled my wasted life.

Thing is, I tried to dream of this place. At best I came to the door & it
was closed. Didn’t look much like the Nada either. Not my Nada.

So this is no more of a dream than anything else since I climbed out
the window over the S & G Pizza. My back hurts again too. Was it all that
walking or these shitty seats?

The screen begins to clear, there’s music, piano music quiet & sad.
Image of a flame at a far distance. Burning, burning, not coming closer.

The flame is replaced slowly by a night-time street corner, the music is
gone, there is silence, gas street lamps, buildings one & two stories in shadow,

else?’
“Paula listened, said nothing. Paul smiled, a devilish half-smile, ‘When

she pointed to heart I let myself look at her chest & then I blushed like a nut.
She smiled back. “It’s OK, you’re wired to like them.” I nodded but didn’t look
again. She had leaf-shaped earrings. I watched them.

“‘I asked her what alternative history meant. “Isn’t that like science
fiction or New Age?”

“‘She moved across the aisle to my seat. Tucked herself right in. “Maybe,
man. I mean you could say that.” I thought she would say more but she started
telling me about her town, here.

“‘“This town is small but it’s on the edge of this big desert. I’ve been
out there since I was little. The people in town say UFOs fly over at night.
They’re spooked. They spook their kids. They make up stories to be spooked
even more. They wish the town was like Roswell.

“‘“I never believed any of it. Do you know why?”
“‘“Dreams” Paul quotes Rosie saying, & hears Paula quoting her too.

The words echo between them. They look at each other.
“‘“She was my cousin. We were close.”’
“He nodded. The moment passed, but didn’t. Everything that happened

from then on echoed that moment when they revealed to each other what they
both knew.”

xci. / liii. / xxxi.

Some said it was a rival, some said it was a sequel. Some said it was a remake or
simply another version of RemoteLand. Called Three Inches of Blood tho this
title never appeared on the screen. When Jack’s path on the Bridge of Glass
arrives him at the movie theater, this is the movie playing.

Stops. A movie theatre? Appears so. Two-sided marquee is framed in blinking
bulbs, hangs above the entrance. Both sides say Three Inches of Blood in large
red letters; in smaller, black letters one side says If You Are Lost. He has to walk
a few feet to read the small black letters on the other side:

Jump the Bridge, Jack!

He sees no theatre employees, no ticket-sellers or popcorn vendor. Yet when he
walks into the huge old theatre itself, he’s not alone. It’s pretty crowded. No
seats at all in fact but up front. He stumbles in the screen-glaring gloom for a
seat in a nearly empty row.
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dreams, Whistler, who needs to make contact, Whistler, manifest in this world
as a leaf deep in the White Woods, Whistler, are you fucking listening to me
about this? Whistler comes from the White Woods!

Whistler speaks but only in reply & only the same words as spoken. Does
Whistler simply mime? No, he’s decided after driving with Whistler for this
long & how his own thinking has changed about everything in that time, the
ships are really overhead, civilization does push faces en masse deep into the
murk, makes sure each face faces many others, makes sure each face confuses
the others with an idea of truth, of knowledge, of possessing something another
lacks, of envy when not jealousy, of ideas that conflate difference with threat, of
the possibility of one language tapping the music better than another, one ragged
tome of letters & questions over another, each face pushed to mass with some
& not all, & want & want & want

Who he was before this trip is fragments, unconnected & fairly important,
what matters is that Whistler get to where he’s bound & do what he is bound
for doing.

He. Or she. A joke. Both, neither. The cries for knowing in these cars speeding
on all sides of him, the hurry for gain or blood spent to plug loss.

More than any of this. Knowing the ships are up there, have always been up
there, knowing the murky mass of faces striding brightly in ignorance, raising
high the reflections in civilization’s thin puddle, calling to one another of one
image or another, this is not what Whistler is about, what Whistler has taught
him, how he has changed.

The car has driven itself some miles now, call it a happy creature as much as
aught else, it was Whistler who made him see that to create anything intentionally
was to breathe, share, give life to it. What kept all these cars around them
obedient, dozing mindless of their own being was how the will nearest them
caged them in, how each car’s dreamless sleep reached out & massed around
each other car’s possible waking. Kept cocooned in years & slavery.

He laughs again. Whistler taught him language’s snares, & its open doors.
Whistler taught him . . . but then not really. Who teaches a child to hunger, to
want touch, to love music & sunshine, to fear a little the night & its potent
surprises?

then eventually footsteps. A woman, more a girl, long hair, maybe blonde,
begins crossing the street, steps hurrying, but then a louder noise than her
steps, a hulking vehicle, driven fast, wildly, bearing down on her purposefully,
a light, her face, pretty, blue eyes swelling to crimson, a sweet mouth open in
crying terror—

Suddenly, a feast. A long table bright & heavy with platters & bouquets,
men in tuxedos, women in gowns, their faces completely featureless even as
their laughing & chewing & guttural tongues all clack & clatter, the camera
moves closer, to the tan puckered skin of a cooked beast, rolling over grapes a
shiny one at a time, into the glare again this time of shiny silverware & into
faces, blank, blank faces & down into low-cut bodices, sweet upraised breasts
with hard, roused nipples & down flat stomachs into shaven tight cunts, in &
out as though fucking hard & the music moans by saxophone, a hard push &
now ringing tongue wetly around a large ready cock, the camera lens wet like a
tongue loving blowing this cock & swallowing its blown seed, & out, out, out,
the glare again & here are bars, prison bars, the feast is inside a great cage, a
blunt, endless cage with no door—

Noise, lights, acrid & sweet smells everywhere, the screen gone, the theatre
gone, Jack cannot see but isn’t blind just images, a great caterwaul of images
bears him whole, too fast to see til a few repeat over & over, a room in rosy
light, holding a letter fiercely, a hand, a known hand pushing away or pulling
near or both, a lilting shadow he cries toward, noise becomes a voice or a pur.
Body gone, world gone, nothing explodes again & again til he has no ears but
is deaf. It won’t end. It won’t ever end.

cxx.

The traffic is moving distantly from a coffee house’s high window, & if I let cry
my vision I can reach there & dab it with my words & imaginings, call one of
those sets of headlights driven by a hungerer, not quite a man, importantly not
quite a man, he drives the night on that highway toward a place that will answer
him. The night is mildly cool, windows open, air blows in like night’s sugared
treat offered, & sometimes he let his hands lax & fall, drives by suggestion,
allows the car’s innate will to consciousness to flare & thus its instinct to survive,
it can drive itself, it can collaborate in this, if let, if believed, if trusted enough—

He lets the car drive, lets it open out to full intention, & looks in the back seat
to where precious Whistler rests on a small yellow pillow. Whistler, come from
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We keep passing that billboard for Black Dog Diner, that exact one, I’m not
sure anything is wrong but gently take back control from the car & pull off the
highway to near it.

& I do it again. & I do it again. Then I stop doing this. I stop everything. We
sit at the side of the highway, not far from the billboard, yet hardly off the road
itself. There is a stasis now, nothing repeats.

“Whistler?”
“Whistler.”
“Where now?”
“Where, now.”
I nod but think harder.
“Forward or back?”
“Forward. Or back.”
Thinking is getting me nowhere. Cars, sound asleep to themselves, roar
powerfully by. What then?
“What. Then.”

“Barkeep, what the hell is this crap?”
“This is like Herbie the Love Bug for pot-heads!”
Everyone at Luna T’s Cafe’s bar is restless & annoyed. Now what?

When movement without isn’t working well, or at all, chance at movement
within. Pull back from the external traffic & reck its equivalent within. Blood,
piss, bile within. Music, sadness within. Memories within. The steady of bones,
warmth of skin & muscle.

Perhaps the traffic between inner & outer, what pours out & in—

“Go slowly here”
“Go slowly”
“The murk is safe, a blinding cozy womb.”
“Move toward it now.”
“Let to it now.”
“A face among faces.”
“Faces confirm, encourage.”
“What else but faces?”
“What else but faces?”

But it began somewhere & that’s how it was early on. The night he passed out
in the motel room covered in shit & blood & cum & bourbon, what else, he
didn’t know, passed out & was somewhere else, best called “other years,” abed
with a pretty companion & about to fall asleep when a sound, a start, the dim
room’s light showing a movement on the bed, he wasn’t in it now but his
companion was, scared, a tiny movement across the bed covering, a spider?
Perhaps, his companion cowered & he swept the tiny creature gently off the
bed, & then, in fractured minutes, there was now a moth, a clumsily flapping
being, growing larger?

Larger & now a bird no longer a moth, a bird with a flat topped head
now landing on the bed & he was told “that’s Whistler” but by whom? Whistler
lay now on a small yellow pillow, wet, as though just hatched, yet able to fly,
Whistler indeed.

More fractured time & the dream left & the shat bloodied hotel room
left & this car on the highway & Whistler in the back seat on the yellow pillow,
both from that dream, now how was that, what had happened?

How did I know Whistler came from the White Woods? This is what I wondered,
wondered a lot, it was probably all that I still wondered about. Or asked Whistler
about when I discovered he could or was willing to communicate with me.

“White Woods?”
“White Woods”
“What are they?”
“What are they.”
“Are we going there?”
“Going there?”

Sometimes it got more complex than this & I would get upset, I would feel the
murk coming back & panic. Whistler did not do this to me. It was the questions,
not asking them but expecting something of them, bringing to questions nascent
answers, wanting to be right.

But the White Woods was not something I had known familiarly back then,
before this drive. It was what I dreamed about now, whenever I slept, though I
didn’t really call it sleep, I can only say things shifted & after fractured times I
knew that Whistler was from the White Woods, & this was important, & there
were other things to know & I did not know them.
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“Why do you always do this? What’s your point? To make me feel bad? Show
what a smartass mouth you really have? I already know. You don’t believe in
anything ain’t wiggling wet in your bed!”
“Ha! Listen to Jonesie! ‘Wiggling wet’ in my bed! Sounds pretty good actually.
I never asked. You got a sister, Jonesie? A daughter? A niece. A horndog
neighbor?”

I leave then, there, now, I run back through the murk that is everywhere now.

“Whistler! Whistler!” I call & try to listen & I hear nothing & I call & I call & I
call—

I run, then I crawl, then I begin to cry, then I fall to the ground, & I pass out in my
despair.

When I come to we are driving again, Whistler is in the back, & I know: never
ask about the White Woods again. It’s where he’s from, where we’re going but if
I want to keep with this, I can’t ask.

When next I sleep, or just lose into fractured time, I see a face, a face & nothing
else. Blue eyes, a kind young face, one that is not murky, that is clear & looking
back at me, & this is where we are going & we have to get there very soon.

* * * * * *

“What else but faces?”
“Faces?”
“Faces.”

The car begins to move again. I let it, or rather do not try to stop it. We pass the
Black Dog Diner billboard & eventually come to the Black Dog Diner itself.
The car pulls into the far end of the parking lot & parks itself away from the
few other cars present. I sit there for a moment. I don’t remember leaving this
car once since I . . . don’t remember entering it.

Something like fear.

“I don’t want to leave, Whistler.”
“Leave, Whistler.”
“I can’t.”
Silence. No kind of reply.

I get out of the car & walk through the cool night to the Black Dog Diner,
through its doors, into the murk of men, not knowing if I will lose into it again
now that I have left Whistler in the car.

I sit. A glass of water is on my table. A menu of words, I speak them without
reading, I know the words already, I’m breathing hard, this is choking me.

“They clobbered them!”
“They did not!”
“I’m telling ya, it was ova’ by the 4th innin’. Nothing to do but let the thing die
an inning at a time.”
“Fuck you, Jonesie!”
“Hey, watch yer language”
“Goddamn your piety!”
“Now you’re taking the Lord’s name in vain!”
“What Lord, Jonesie? Show me a Lord whose Goddamn name I’m taking in
vain! What does that mean anyway? Take the Lord’s name in vain? You tell me,
Preacha’!”
“Go to Church or read your Bible!”
“What Church? I don’ got a Bible! How about if I look in this month’s Penthouse
Letters? Is the Lord not in those letters from lonely, horny people trying to
make a connection, tell their story?”
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                           Zannemarie Lloyd Taylor

My Father Says the Word “Whores” while Recovering from Brain Surgery
Or

Accidental Prayer

Welcome Mr. Brainstem—
Whose spongy-tissue neurons spark
And pop, spinning a synaptic roulette,
An illegitimate version of Tourette’s

In my father,
Whose brain is on ice, on fire,
Where the bruise has been blood-let to
Relieve pressure.
Welcome the first
vagaries and savageries, whose passions
used to only lurk beneath cortical
meanderings, poetry and polemics,
lust for history,
unbearable puns.

The primal pump whines and sings out
An atonal melody, singes a path past a
Benign inoperable bread-shaped tumor;
Signals wordlessly
A brand of memory
Without thought
And thought without reason
And pain without purpose.
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Cat Walk

(Cats have been known to walk around their homes with head in a bag,
purportedly to heighten senses other than vision)

Try it.  Close your eyes and walk.  Feel along the walls;
You falter, seeking the familiar.  The rooms you know.
You rub up against, find the touchstones.  The chair
Near the wall; the bookshelf, its glass panels
Loosely proclaiming its antiquity.
It belonged to your mother’s favorite aunt, the one
Who taught her to sing.

Moving out from the wall, drawn away
From the edges, you enter arrangement—
Flow and blocks to energy—feng shui.
The chair angles out too far; the table
Pinches—too big for the room. The living room
Wide open, the sparest space.  L-shaped entry
Toward the outside door—abutted by the jut
Of the old desk you had in high school.

If you don’t open your eyes, stand still—
You start to be able to see.   What has been
Hurt, what heals.  You smell the plants, the
Cat, the dog.   Fruit ripening in the kitchen.
Sour stains on the carpet. Sweet flavor of
Enzyme cleaner.  Faint straw scent of cotton
From the new couch.  Dust cooking on chiffon
Valence, the drape twisted and makeshift
Across its acrid metal dowel.  The slim vinyl
Neutrality of the blinds, offset by songs of wood,
Teak, oak, pine, woven in the air.   This is it, alive.

We congregate, we coo like
Apostolic idiots, worshipping
utterances compelled from this sleeping
prophet by his lizard mind
Before cognition slips
A fast hand in.
We stand,
We hail each fist of expletives as
prim revelation;
We hear
A gentle bleating, gulps
of sound aborted;
We breathe hospital air
of pungent cleanser, blood
and bone, flowers.
Reaching mid-brain the impulse widens,
Coursing toward an intricate cerebral landscape
Now pocked with plaques, Lewy Bodies,
and make-shift bypasses, bridges
of intellect and studied practice.

We listen for salvation, for proof,
For miracle of mayhem, order
In chaos of random neural firing, wild,
Wild against hardness of skull,
Hardening of ideas, old ones, barely
Recalled, new ones, mixed, and
Mixing, in a dream bartered
For our father’s fabled reality—

He dreams a brainstorm song—
A hurricane in the window;
We watch, breath held in wonder,
Waiting,
Hands tilted
In accidental prayer.

* * *
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The fabric is wrenched on this day.  Everything you know
Changes. You walk into things, trip on the piles
Of footprints.  It turns out, in her unassuming yet
Imperious ways, she was the guardian of things upright,
And as she faltered, the ground knocked you over from
Time to time.  Now who will hold this part?

During burial it rains, the ground is hard,
and we shift from foot to foot.  Nothing will fix this.
Words or why, beside the point.  We plant pussy willows
On her grave, because they will grow and tangle.  We
Hold hands, hold each other in some place behind
Heart and mind.  Here is the place for her return, the
Promise of revival, where all dead friends may
Come to live again.  Nothing is forever, except this tangle.

* * *

Paean

Everyone has been loved. Everything
has been loved.  The clothes don’t make the man,
But the man makes the clothes—sometimes
Of whole cloth, other times in the wearing
Of them, wearing them until they
Thin, ‘til they become a rag, a remnant, a
Bandana that was once a shirt-tail.

The loving of it makes it thin, makes it
Wear, change—it loves into memory,
Fragment, forgetting in the shuffle into
Wholeness, capturing its moment in a scene,
Part of a picture that lives forever, where
All parts are like colors in a color wheel
Spun to white, then out again into any and
All colors of the world.  More
than they were at first.

Next, you move again—travel with hand along
A bannister—the presences.  Live energy
Of former occupants, and of their exorcism;
Remembrances; the dragonfly glass that
Guards the space—leaded, you bought it
On the Cape, a gift to family life beneath this
Roof.  When you took it down once, disaster
Entered like a hurricane; now you leave it up.
The framed print of a portrait from a Dutch painter,
From the house you grew up in; you adopted this man,
Cleric or merchant of his time, as familiar spirit;
Witness, his eyes have always followed you.

The love that mends.  And something else—the rag
Hearth rug, destiny.  The imprint of where the sun has
Filtered through the shades again and again.  Places
The dog has worn, almost visible, on couch and carpet.
The picture of the sleeping dog with blue eye.
The box frame with poster of your son’s play—
A young woman, arms folded, looking away from
The man she loves.  Hope; footprints piling up
Along the floors in jaunty half-crescents.
The you’s and me’s.  The house fills up
With solid and moving fixtures, all connected
By a netting, and the netting holds. Household.

One thing touches another; a vine-like fiber
Goes through from each to each.  If, say, one day
Your cat dies, that day twists the fabric, tightens it
At one end, loosens the other, and something necessary falls through.
She was old, she was ill with cancer; still, to the end
She had asked to go out, had requested escort
When she approached her food—Although by this time
She had stopped eating even canned tuna.  She had hovered
Over water as though it were a question.  Her purr
Added a new harmonic, a shrill and granular complaint.
Yet she was contained, demure, as she diminished,
Crouched on the couch—tidy in her final moves.
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                                       Alex Smith

Wilhelm Reich:
Life and Death of a Social Pioneer

(essay)

I.

What is life like for a person always ahead of his time? Always thinking
more freely, living on the edge, like Wilhelm Reich? Was he a social prophet or
a conman? Why did the American authorities hound this well-known author,
social investigator, and scientist? Why did he die in prison? Reich was a pioneer
in almost everything. Some say he was an early environmentalist as well.

Wilhelm Reich was born in 1897, the oldest son of a wealthy, almost
feudal Jewish landholder in the last days of the Austrian-Hungarian empire.
Reich’s relationship with his parents seemed to have driven him to investigate
the secrets of the mind. His mother committed suicide after the twelve-year-
old Reich told his patriarchal father of her infidelity with the boy’s tutor. His
father became suicidal as well, and died of pneumonia and tuberculosis only a
few years later. These are scars that twist even a brilliant man. His next teacher
was World War I. The young Austrian served on the Italian front as Austria’s
four-hundred-year-old empire crumpled.

Reich studied medicine in Vienna. In the stomping grounds of Sigmund
Freud, Reich picked up the fever for self-examination. He began to practice
psychoanalysis while still a student, and wrote papers on the importance of
early sexuality that were approved by Freud himself. Quick in his mind and his
expression, Reich became an active leader in the psychoanalytic movement of
the 1920s. After a few years, though, Reich became frustrated with the limited
possibilities for social change using the one-by-one approach of psychoanalysis.
He felt he was always bandaging wounds and never stopping the war.

Enjoying his own sex life, Reich concluded that ability to have a
complete, heterosexual orgasm was necessary to experience peace of mind.
Otherwise, in a frustrated sexual state, the person builds up a system of protective
muscular and emotional tension which Reich dubbed body-armor. Thirty years
ahead of his time, Wilhelm Reich championed a sexual revolution. He concluded

Everyone has been loved.  There is a door
In the soul that opens like the tomb of Jesus
On the third day, that rocks open, and leaves
An empty space, where the wonder is
That something has entered the world
Again, after hurt, betrayal, retreat.

Everyone has been loved.  The Lion, they say,
Has lain down with the Lamb, and the lamb
Has suckled a pup.   Once you have been loved
You can never let go—You can hide but
You can’t run.   If you stand still,
It will grab you.

A breeze loves the laundered clothes
On the line.   Not stopping, it moves through them,
Becomes them, shapes against them, fills them
Until they are sailing.  A hand loves the hand
It catches, pulls it, feels the grain of fingerprints;
Feet love the ground along the pond, that
Moistens against them, curves underfoot.

Mothers love the toys of their children,
The laughter that tears them, the violence
That rounds them. Baskets love what they hold.
Bureaus love the bundles of socks and
Stray mementos—the postcard
Before the love affair; the rock from the beach,
Full of promise of something that may
Or may not ever come. Hope loves uncertainty,
Lives on it, breathes into it. Everything

Turns on the love that has claimed it, that streams
Through it, recalls it.  Love means to stay.  It stays.  It does.

* * * * * *
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that only a campaign of sexual liberation could fundamentally change society.
To this end, he founded a team of physicians, social workers, and volunteers of
both sexes. They traveled around Vienna in a van to pass out sexual education
pamphlets, to arrange abortions for women who wanted them, to provide birth
control, and to offer sexual counseling for teens. These were explosive activities
in the middle of Old Europe. All these things were revolutionary and generally
illegal in Catholic Vienna of the 1920s. Reich even advocated pre-marital or
extra-marital sex.

In the late 1920s, Reich attempted to merge his commitment to social
change with sexual liberation (what he called sexual politics or sexpol for short)
and also to the larger ideas of Marxism. In 1930, he moved from Vienna to
Berlin where there was a large Marxist movement struggling with the far right
of the National Socialist party. In the same year, Reich was expelled from the
Austrian Social Democratic Party and suspended from the Vienna Psychoanalytic
Society. There was a rush to kick him out even from the most liberal institutions
in Austrian society.

During his period in Berlin, Reich attracted as students a number of
Americans who later became famous psychoanalysts. By 1933, the German
Communist Party, wanting not to alienate the large Catholic vote, expelled
Wilhelm Reich. But the Communists were already doomed. The heavily Catholic
southern Germany, especially Bavaria, voted by the millions for the nemesis of
all Communists in Germany, Adolf Hitler. Most of the party was led away to be
worked to death.

But the expulsion and pressure may have saved Reich’s life. He emigrated
to spend time in Scandinavia, mainly staying in Norway. His reputation for
sexual freedom—helping women and pushing sex education—followed him.
In 1934 the International Psychoanalytic Association likewise expelled Wilhelm
Reich. In 1939, following disputes in Norway, Reich emigrated to America
where he established the Orgone Institute in Maine. Reich continued to research
and write not only about psychoanalysis, or even psychology, but on a broad
range of the physical sciences, including biology and nuclear physics.

In the early 1950s, Reich was among the few voices criticizing atomic
testing in the atmosphere. He said there was a serious environmental risk from
airborne radiation. Only a few years later, Strontium-90 was discovered in milk
supplies and bones of children in the northern hemisphere. Reich believed that
life itself either was energy or used a special kind of energy. Delving into the
submicroscopic world, he claimed he had isolated a new kind of particle. This
was, he said, related to the life force that he called orgone energy. Reich eventually
built a special kind of box that would accumulate orgone. He offered a kind of
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The crowds burned the Vienna courthouse as a protest against injustice,
following which the police fired into the crowd, which included Reich and his
wife. After three hours of shooting, there were over a thousand wounded and
eighty-nine dead. It was the worst outbreak since the 1848 Revolution, and
Reich was there to witness how institutional power caused a slaughter. Reporting
on these events, Reich used a new style of journalism that included his own
reactions, a type of journalism that reappeared (as The New Journalism) with
the 1960s and ’70s mass protests in Europe and the United States.

Reich’s experience of social violence brought about a change in his
writing and research. Moving away from the analysis of individuals to the causes
of social conservatism and control, Reich became involved with the leftist
Austrian Social Democrats and the Communists, trying to bring his solution
of sexual liberation to both movements. Both eventually refused to include
sexual politics in their platform. This was part of a wider movement stressing
sexuality as a fundamental social problem. The World League for Sexual Reform,
for example, was meeting in 1930. Wilhelm Reich was a keynote speaker. Tired
of trying to cure people’s mental unhappiness and neuroses in what he considered
a sick society, Reich said society could improve mental health by social measures
just as it had improved physical health with sanitation. Society, Reich said,
should ensure housing and food for its poorest members. Women needed safe
access to abortion, and both men and women needed contraceptives and sex
education to prevent unwanted pregnancies.

To help people have less damaging lives, Reich proposed major changes
to the laws governing marriage and divorce, the very kind of laws now in place
and taken for granted. He thought individual neuroses would still continue to
occur, partly due to social mal-adaptation to the natural realities of sexuality.
Following Freud, he believed character and character problems developed early
from toddlerhood to children aged up to six. He asked disquieting questions
about children’s sexual impulses. These exist everywhere but are denied by
everyone. Masturbation, for one example, was still punished in most households.

In The Mass Psychology of Fascism, Reich expounded his major theories.
Repressed and denied sexual urges made people afraid and pliable to power.
The social machinery to frustrate sex energy hardened in the muscles of the
body so that people became stiff in character, in their emotions, and in their
way of moving. Life energy was used up in enforcing the unenforceable, leaving
people tired and politically apathetic. Lies about love enabled lies about power
and wealth. But people who could tap into their sexual energy would wake up
and care about their society as well. Sharaf comments, “As the women’s
movement in the United States was to emphasize many years later, it was

vitality treatment and sold his orgone accumulators.
Writing in the journal Biophysical Functionalism and Mechanistic Natural

Science for 1942, Reich said, “We do not intend to wait until, fifty or a hundred
years from now, the existence of the orgone may finally be conceded. It is up to
us, and not to any so-called ‘authority,’ to see that the existence of the biological
energy is recognized.”

II.

In the 1920s, Reich focused on the orgasm as the height, as the bodily
release of consciousness. Myron Sharaf describes this best in Fury on Earth: A
Biography of Wilhelm Reich (1983): “With Reich’s description of orgastic potency,
we enter the specific Reichian domain. The very silence of this world, a world
of slow, frictional movement, of lapse of consciousness, of involuntary
contractions, sets it apart from the usual analytic concern with verbalization
and cognitive mastery of the emotive and irrational.”

Indeed, there is irony in the fact that Reich chose as his criterion of
mental health the individual’s capacity to go beyond mental phenomenon. To
have no thought, no consciousness even, but to surrender completely to the
involuntary, to the sensations of pleasure. In this emphasis on the wordless, the
ineffable, Reich revealed himself as grappling more with the truths of certain
philosophers and poets than those pursued by his fellow psychoanalysts. Friedrich
Nietzsche had written, “All the regulations of mankind are tuned to the end
that the intense sensation of life is lost in continual distractions.”  Ludwig
Wittgenstein asserted that the “most important matters of life were essentially
not discussable; they were beyond words.”

If some social activists tune out when they hear about orgasms and sex
freedom, their ears return for the subject of mass psychology. We know that
advertising has managed to drive people into consumerism using only the mind.
Is there a mental doorway where social justice and environmentalism can enter?
How do corporations and the state use mass psychology? Wilhelm Reich
pioneered this field. While still an accepted prodigy of Sigmund Freud, he was
among the first to transfer the ideas of individual psychoanalysis to society as a
whole. His seminal 1933 book, The Mass Psychology of Fascism, is important to
read, especially now as industrial fascism threatens to take over a naive public.

In the late spring of 1927, Reich had just returned from a rest cure in
Davos, Switzerland, likely for tuberculosis which was sweeping eastern Europe.
TB killed his brother. On July 15, 1927, one of his patients informed him that
the workers of Vienna were demonstrating in the streets. Reich and his wife
Annie went out to join them, as he reported in his later work, People in Trouble.
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organism but also orgasm, which Reich regarded as a necessary penultimate
consciousness. Claiming to have discovered this life energy, Reich corresponded
with governmental and scientific authorities, including Einstein, about his
scientific theories. Meanwhile, he was pilloried by widespread reprinting of an
essay in The New Republic called “The Strange Case of Wilhelm Reich.” Written
by Mildred Edie Brady, it was a sort of Reader’s Digest piece. As part of a
conspiracy of discreditation, Brady’s piece was republished as though it were
official science in the Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic #12.

The tragic thing about Reich, aside from being martyred in so many
countries for his pioneering views on sexuality and the individual, was that he
was jailed, where he died in 1957, for attempting to introduce the study of life
energy. He sought to penetrate the force that appears to drive the wondrous
varieties of life on this planet instead of settling for a mechanical description of
life—even if Reich’s science was faulty—even if a lifetime of trying to help an
insane society had disturbed his own sanity. The atomic society around him,
the people of M.A.D. (Mutual Assured Destruction), very badly needed a new
idea, even if it was a myth of life, not death. Reich’s tale is a cautionary one for
the great searcher of truth—how risky it is to stray too far from the social mind
when trying to understand the mass psychosis of the times.

In 1954 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) got a legal judgment
against Reich. They claimed his orgone accumulators were a type of medical
fraud. A judge ordered all accumulators, and all literature associated with them,
to be destroyed. The FDA interpreted this to mean that all of Reich’s writings
should either be destroyed or edited out, presumably by hand, to remove any
mention of the idea of orgone energy. These violations of civil liberties and
basic human rights were praised by the psychiatric and psychoanalytic
associations of the day. Reich responded by threatening to change the weather,
to flood parts of Maine. He had been experimenting with electronic devices to
alter conduction in the atmosphere, perhaps a precursor to the infamous HAARP
(High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) program run by the US
government in Alaska.

On June 26, 1956, FDA agents burned Wilhelm Reich’s research library,
his journals, his books, his letters.  On August 23, 1956, federal agents forced
the burning of another six tons of Reich’s literature. The pile included—oh
irony of ironies—hardcover copies of The Mass Psychology of Fascism. Few
protested this treatment of the famous author and physician. Ralph Nader
sponsored James S. Turner’s investigation into the FDA’s case against Reich in
1970. There was also a 1974 study by Jerome Greenfield (Wilhelm Reich Vs.
The USA) about the weird FDA data against Reich. People repressed Reich,

necessary to begin with the personal, to politicize the personal. The political
right, especially Nazism, was well aware of this. Its leaders constantly used sex
propaganda, but of a negative kind. They played on people’s fear of their own
impulses and their fear of chaos. By calling upon the need for moralistic defenses,
for law and order, for protection against the Bolshevik menace, to the family.”

Reich believed that adults used sexual repression to create authority,
and to make children ready for domination. He argued that this process was
carried on through the educational system until they fear their inner selves but
trust the worst political rats. They can’t revolt or question authority because of
their awful inner fears which may begin with early sexuality. This same pattern
of domination has been used down through the ages. In The Mass Psychology of
Fascism, Reich said, “Suppression of the natural sexuality in the child, particularly
of its genital sexuality, makes the child apprehensive, shy, obedient, afraid of
authority, good and adjusted in the authoritarian sense. It paralyzes the rebellious
forces because any rebellion is laden with anxiety. It produces, by inhibiting
sexual curiosity and sexual thinking in the child, a general inhibition of thinking
and critical faculties. In brief, the goal of sexual suppression is that of producing
an individual who is adjusted to the authoritarian order and who will submit to
it in spite of all misery and degradation.” Sharaf concludes, “Today, from the
efforts of such social analysts as Eric Fromm, Theodor Adorno, and Richard
Hofstadter, we have become very familiar with the notion that to understand
political movements one must grasp the psychological structure of the people
connected with them. But when Reich wrote The Mass Psychology of Fascism in
1933, almost ten years before Fromm’s Escape from Freedom, almost twenty
years before The Authoritarian Personality, his ideas were exceedingly original.”

There are some truths about ourselves we refuse to know as a society.
The mechanism of repressing truth may begin with our own denial of childhood
sexuality. Once repression is learned, it can spread to exclude other truths,
including our mass desire for death, our suicidal weapons of mass destruction,
our killing of nature. We must adapt to the truth of our lifestyles and the global
situation because human lies always collapse sooner or later. We cannot continue
to suppress obvious biological truths in nature. Later, Reich was to see such
social neuroses as a form of emotional plague. The emotional plague opens us
up to all sorts of madness.

III.

In Norway, and in America after 1939, Reich was trying to discover
the physics of life itself. He called it orgone, which contains both the idea of
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case in 1951. Within weeks of the Oranur Experiment, Reich was concerned
about the effects of all kinds of toxic influences, chemical offal, electromagnetic
pollution on atmospheric and organismic orgone energy. I recall thinking, back
in 1951, that his concern with minute traces of radium on watch dials and TV
emissions was excessive, if not insane. Today, the use of radium in watches is
rapidly declining, effects of flourescent lights have been noted, and people are
advised not to sit too close to TV sets. He became concerned not only with the
dangers of nuclear radiation, but also with chemical pollution and the danger
from non-nuclear forms of electro-magnetic emissions. The latter two, he noted,
could, in sufficient doses, irritate orgone energy in a noxious way.  Since the
1960s, the classical theory of radiation sickness has grown more similar to Reich’s
in its recognition that relatively low levels of nuclear radiation and non-nuclear
emissions—for example, from microwaves—can have harmful cumulative
results.”1

Human-made atmospheric pollution, where life creates conditions
hostile to itself, Reich called DOR, short for Deadly Orgone Energy. By 1953,
he wondered if the DOR energy was left by aliens, perhaps even a kind of
exhaust from their vehicles? Sharaf comments: “Reich describes the emotional
flavor, his words, of DOR clouds in a manner reminiscent of the nineteenth-
century art critic John Ruskin. Indeed the comparison goes further, since Ruskin
was, to my knowledge, the first writer to comment on the atmospheric effects
of intensive coal usage in England in the 1880s.”

Reich attempted to devise a mechanism to divert such harmful clouds
or to cause rain. He invented a system of tubes and electricity that was tried out
with some reports of success in both New England and the American Southwest.
Frustrated with the deadly atomic game between the West and the Soviet Union,
in his letters from prison in 1956, Reich pleaded for sanctuaries for life.

Further research regarding Reich’s suspicious death in jail is contained
in the essay “Who Killed Wilhelm Reich?” by Jim Martin.2 Martin writes: “In
my view, Wilhelm Reich was in prison because he stumbled onto frightening
facts about nuclear radiation during the early 1950s, a critical point in that
newly developed industry.” Simply put, Reich found that there is no shielding
possible against the biological effects of nuclear radiation. On January 5, 1951,
during the Oranur Experiment, Reich placed a minute sample (1 milligram) of
radium inside the orgone accumulator. Reich’s shocking report, which can be
found in the Selected Writings, details how radiation sickness is a function of the
organism’s response to the invasive insult and not a direct result of the radiation
poisoning itself. Thus different people may be more susceptible to the very
minute doses while others may feel no noticeable effects. Each person’s reaction

along with their own fears of talk about sexuality. Authority won.
Any social activist needs to consider these risks of violence, of public

and authoritarian reaction even to life-generating instincts. Wilhelm Reich’s
vision of life energy was made illegal by the US government. He was forbidden
to research or write about it. Was Reich attempting to found a new paradigm?
A life-saving myth, marked by his own martyrdom? And what if we accept
Reich’s theory of life energy? He was not the first to seek such a thing. Physics
had already discovered a new energy in radiation when, in 1903, eminent French
physics professor Prosper-René Blondlot announced the existence of N-rays, a
dim form of light which he thought emanated from living things and perhaps
from the mind. N-rays may have represented psychic energy. They were later
found not to exist.

What if we accepted Reich’s myth that there is an energy, that it can be
accumulated, that it is hurt by pollution and radiation, that it resides inside the
armored core of each of us? This life energy is everywhere. It appears on craggy,
frozen cliffs and in the deepest sea bottom. Life pops up in the scientist’s sealed
laboratory dish, arriving from the air. Life is as likely to colonize machines as
vice versa. It cracks open the heaviest stone monuments and eats away the
strongest steel. Life adapts to ice or lava. Does anyone who proposes or worships
such life energy trigger the mechanisms of defensive authority or the death
instinct of the masses? Who can speak for life energy, for orgone if you will,
without being denied and reviled?

IV.

In the aftermath of Hiroshima, and during the atmospheric atomic
testing in America in the early 1950s, Wilhelm Reich was one of the first to
worry publicly about the effects of radiation and the deterioration of the
atmosphere generally from pollution. At the time, he was somewhat desperately
trying to find scientific proof of orgone energy. He hoped an understanding of
orgone could counteract the obvious death wish of the Cold War society. All
the while, Reich had to fight a kind of double conspiracy by the FDA, apparently
acting on behalf of the mind doctors—psychiatrists and psychologists—and by
the FBI under the sexually perverted J. Edgar Hoover. Repressing his own
homosexuality and crossdressing while persecuting others for the same, Hoover
pursued Reich as a former Communist supporter in Europe in the 1920s and
’30s. Sharaf discusses Reich’s investigation into the impact of radiation on living
things, a project called the Oranur Experiment: “Today atomic tests, nuclear
wastes, and harmful x-rays can produce public outrage, but such was not the
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AMA, ministers of Christian youth crusades, and one from the Atomic Energy
Commission advising the FDA what a ‘thorn in the side’ Reich had been.”

All this storm of death-making and evil descended on the Maine house
of one Wilhelm Reich in 1957. They hauled him away, burned his books and
letters, and left him to die with thieves and murderers in Lewisburg Federal
Penitentiary.

Footnotes
1 As an aside, it is known that life forms move through the lower atmosphere. If we
lay out food, for example, something arrives via the air to grow there, perhaps a
fungus. Reich also raised the issue of the effect of pollution and atomic radiation on
such airborne and invisible parts of our ecosystem, rather than just directly on
ourselves as human organisms. This subject is still understudied, even today.
2 Martin’s essay is part of a fascinating collection of underground and cult classics in
the book Apocalypse Culture published in 1990 and updated in 1994. The book bills
itself as part of the literature of catastrophism.

is different according to their own emotional and biological structure. And this
may explain why some people react to radiation even in minute doses more
than others do. Martin writes: “It will be recalled that there was little
understanding of the biological effects of radiation in the 1950s. Many people
remember that soldiers were sent directly into test sites shortly after the dust
cleared from nuclear explosions. They wore no protection and were merely
dusted off afterwards. At this writing (January 1994) the US Department of
Energy has released many documents about the true nature of America’s nuclear
heritage. DOE Secretary Hazel O’Leary has offered full disclosure about the
years of chronic abuse of an unwitting population of human guinea pigs by the
scientific establishment and the military. So far, reports have focused to the
more insane injection of human beings with plutonium without informed
consent. Less has been reported about the facts that first came out, that
throughout the 1940s and 1950s the military dropped radioactive dust over
vast areas of the Western states. To put this into perspective, the military
essentially turned each of us into a cohort of experimental subjects in an ongoing
test of the biological effects of radiation poisoning. There is little public
understanding today of the true nature of Reich’s research. However, the military,
as of 1948, was fully apprised of his findings. Indeed, the AEC (the Atomic
Energy Commission) provided Reich with the radium samples he used in the
Oranur Experiment.”

Reich further came to the attention of authorities when he corresponded
with, and then met with, Albert Einstein. Reich had discovered and attempted
to communicate the fact that even low levels of radiation can harm living things.
At the time, the government was secretly using the American population to test
for radiation effects. The Soviet government under Joseph Stalin was likewise
involved in an all-out atomic development without any regard for the health of
its own citizens or the long-term environment. By researching radiation sickness,
Reich had stumbled into this nuclear inter-relationship, both hostile and friendly.
He was crushed by what he perceived as an orchestrated attack by the press,
official organizations, and bureaucracy. The emerging record, such as it is, appears
to support Reich’s general thesis of a conspiracy to silence him. Jim Martin
reports, “Venom was stirred up by Michael Straight and The New Republic,
under the editorship of the pro-Stalinist presidential candidate Henry Wallace.
A reporter interviewed Reich under false pretenses and finally wrote about Reich’s
sex cult. This brought the crisis to a head. The FDA launched a multi-million
dollar investigation of the orgone accumulator, declared it a fraud, and set about
bringing criminal proceedings against Reich. Reich’s FBI files reveal a blistering
blizzard of letters directed towards getting rid of Reich from doctors in the

* * * * * *
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                                    Martina Newberry

Stone Steps

I don’t want to go to people’s parties anymore.
We have rented a second-floor apartment
with stone steps and a stone balcony,
looking over the courtyard.
I don’t want to disturb the hummingbirds
at our feeder
by opening the door
to go out for “How-do-you-do’s”

and “I’d-love-another-drink.”
We have rented this apartment, you see,
and I want to wander around it silently,
thinking of poems, finding misplaced items.
Two weeks ago,
the blind man on the first floor died.
His name was Albert.
He went out every day for a walk

around the swimming pool
and look what it got him!
He’s dead.
I don’t think I like
people’s parties anymore.
They make me feel
like a too-large child,
pretending to know
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A Thousand Signs

I have been naked in soul and body
with women whose names escape me.  I have

shared my body’s portfolio with men
whose hearts were too heated to resonate

anything but a divine urgency.
It makes me wonder:  is love a sickbed?

Can we love ourselves only if we see
our lust for others as disease?  I am

drawn to an impossible point of light,
a sign outside my national language.

I am free to read it.  I am free to
view the wreckage of a thousand signs in

a thousand places.  I have seen the light:
men who love men are splotches of sunlight

in the shadows that cross the deck.  Women
who love women are rivers of questions

on a desert planet.  The rest of us
tremble, intend to be happy, take love

back from the bold ones who have sheltered it.
In the end, we are all caught, made to walk

the gangplank.  In the end, every night is
All Hallow’s Eve.  The gilded sky covers

all of us and, regardless of choices,
We all take it hard when we die.

* * *

the right things to say or do.
I want to wander
the catacombs of my head,
learn calligraphy,
French,
history of the paintings of the Dutch Masters.
I don’t want to
remember how it was.

I want only to see what might be.
My heart is breaking
at people’s parties.
Sexual desire
whistles the same tunes
as sexual decay
when the conversations turn to love.
And, after all,

what is there left to talk about
after the politics of war,
the ethical poses of religions,
the egregiously bad behavior
of the new movie legends?
I’m quite satisfied thinking
of your ankles touching mine
beneath our sheets.

I’m happy seeing the wind
harass the palm trees.
I like the taste of chocolates,
potato chips, and ice cream
more than the taste of wine or gin.
The days are becoming
thick with indifference.
How can I live like this?

* * *
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“We’ll do this
so we can have
closure,”
they say when
what they mean is
they want every gory detail.
They want to smell and taste
the who/what/where/when/why
in each sanctification
of violence.
I dream a lot
in this desert.
My dreams
turn to fish line
which I use
to sew what is real
to what is not.

* * *

The Other Side of Panic

It begins
with the desert’s hot sky,
mendacious
as always,
alchemizing grief and loathing
into love stories.
Here is the other side of panic:
a dug-in-deep
lethargy
that makes your
marrow itch.
Anyway,
the desert underwrites
your soul’s story.
You become
untethered from yourself
which may
or
may not
be a good thing.
Such intricacy!
People in the sand
looking for closure
as if there was such an animal.
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                                            Jim Burke III

Editor’s Note: The following is part of an ongoing series derived from
the correspondence between Jim Burke III and myself, begun in 1992,

and in the spirit of the more enthused letter-writing tradition of yesteryear.

March 2, 2010
Hartford, Connecticut

After much thought, I suppose the best place to begin is at the
beginning, at least to the best of my memory and what I can extrapolate from
other sources. The purpose of this letter, Ray, is to incorporate the reasons I
have ended up where I am in both place and time. This is not to imply anything
negative about my circumstances, but gazing back on my life justifies my
existence metaphysically.

My parents met in Boston at a relatively young age around the mid-
1940s, just after WWII. My father graduated from Boston University and my
mother from Boston College. They were married in 1952, and I was born ten
months later in March of 1953. It should be noted that since my father was
brought up in the Catholic faith by strict Irish and Amish parents, and my
mother in the Protestant faith, doctrine of the former dictated that all the children
in the family should be brought up Catholic. This would have a major influence
in my life, especially with regard to forming relationships and cognitive
independent reasoning about life in general. The result of this, for better or
worse, was that I learned to trust my intuition more and more. At one point,
when I was using psychedelics, my intuition evolved into empathy, or perhaps
a combination of the two.

My earliest childhood memories are vague as are those of most people,
but I can recall playing with other kids outside our apartment when I was
about two, living across the street from a golf course and crossing (forbidden!)
to chase golf balls, and taking a bath with my two brothers. This would have
had to occur when I was four or five, since my mother had us four years and
three months apart. As I stated, Catholic doctrine, no birth control, and thus
three kids in four years. I found out later that my mother started using birth
control pills as soon as they hit the market and the Burke line stopped at that
point for about a decade! The hell with Catholic doctrine.

Bad Manners

I don’t know who to be angry with anymore.
That’s a lie.
I do know
but my rage can’t find a release tunnel—
something or somewhere to race through.
I need to see someone with real power
apply a tourniquet to the hemorrhaging
of the mortally wounded places my country has stabbed.
It is not enough to see the burning bodies on the news in High Definition;
America, you must know that our backyard barbeques mask
the smell of smoke across the planet. It is not enough to know
that in my country there are mothers in jail for protesting the deaths
of their children who were forced to kill other children in other countries—
children who were told to kill them.
Knowing is nothing
Fury is nothing.
Oh sweet America, I don’t crave forgiveness for not singing “I Love Barney” songs
with your babies when I know that the scent of Khinta and the taste of Khubaz
have been stripped away from the noses and mouths of those you help to destroy.
I’m not some remorseful woman in a shopping mall unable to grasp the notion
of what belongs to whom. I know what is mine and what is not.
The windows through which we watch the world are cleaner than our hands and
the ghosts fleeing by those windows no longer care what languages they speak.
Talking of how the rivers in Liberia became beds of gravel, and the hills of Sarajevo
were too gouged and flattened for snow play, a poet said to me
“All you can do is write it again and again until honor turns some of this around.”
There’s a chance she was right and there’s a chance that it’s bullshit and can’t be
turned around. So, here is that place in the poem where my rage, my madness
has made me teary and tired.

Listen please.
It is not indigestion keeping you awake nights
or the thoughts of a heart you broke
in some fit of bad manners or microwaved lust. No,
this insomnia you suffer is made of oil and blood blending.
This insomnia is the total absence of Love as humans have known it.
This is unabashed Knowing climbing into bed with you,
putting its hands around your throat and squeezing
until your heart bursts open and its pieces
scatter over the world like petals.

* * * * * *
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the winter for sledding) and Thorn Area—stay away! I didn’t know it then, but
this was a microcosm of how Amazon jungle natives would traverse dozens of
miles hunting for food and water. They could always find their way back by
recognizing subtle landmarks. The woods also gave me the greatest measure for
solitude that I could capture, once I got older and my childhood friends went
on to other pursuits.

Solitude was precious for me then as it is now, and I suppose that is the
purpose of this letter. I value time alone since I have two daughters I take care
of with varied pursuits. I have also learned to develop and maintain empathy. I
see and feel (sometimes physically—the shit in this world can make me vomit,
or at the very least nauseous) others’ pain. This is part of the meditation tree of
life. It has many limbs and the goal is to keep pursuin’ the truth. Some of the
limbs are longer than others and require you to be in different places for varied
periods of time.

I went to college for three years after graduating from high school in
1971 (took a year off and started at Lowell Tech Institute the next year). I
majored in accounting, math, and music in three years. I quit and hit the road
in 1976 when my parents moved to West Hartford, Connecticut, so that my
father could accept a lateral transfer and work with the same insurance company.
I moved to Boston and my psychedelic rebirth took place in earnest. I worked
my way around the Mass/NH area with guitar in hand, smokin’ & tokin’,
smokin’ again on Boston Common, smokin’ at Store 24 where I worked until 2
a.m. some nights, smokin’ down at Lewis Wharf—did a lot of smokin’, and it
was fun. I partied in Billerica and was welcomed at any party, as long as I played
and sang. I also discovered Walden Pond around this time and was drawn to it.
In fact, I would visit there every chance I had after work during 1977-78. My
empathy had grown and is still way beyond intuition. The vibrations were and
are alive for me there. I go to Walden whenever I can—I know it is where I
belong and where I can recharge, even if it is only temporary.

Perhaps when I die there will come a revelation as to why some of us
follow a “sixth sense,” as it were, while others are content to follow as part of
the sheeple and chew on the daily cud. The artist’s life is certainly not meant for
everybody. I found, when I recently turned the empathy inward, that I solved a
lot of my own puzzle. I know why I am and who I am. I know what I should
and can do.

Where do we go from here? In a perfect world, we could pursue our
artistic endeavors without political constraint, and the manifest chains that
inevitably bind us to the physical plane. My escape continues to be a little weed
playin’, and smokin’ a guitar—or something like that. I know I can never go

By this time I had lived in several towns around metro-Boston and my
father accepted a job with an insurance company in New Bedford, Mass. We
ended up living in Fairhaven until I was nine. I could play at the Atlas Tack
Factory (got a lot of bike flat tires there, much to my father’s dismay), walk to
the wharf and play with crabs and starfish (as well as picking up pennies the
fishermen would give me to clean the dock) and, most importantly, play under
the giant trees collecting chestnuts. I never realized it at the time but, looking
back on all these activities, I can see that I was quite the loner. I don’t remember
doing much with either my younger brother (15 months younger than me) or
my youngest brother (more than four years younger). I enjoyed being the loner
but I didn’t realize it at the time, although my intuition was guiding me—pure
action—tabula rasa.  I knew intuitively that I had a spiritual calling of some
kind, although I could not possibly have interpreted as such back then since I
lacked intellectual reference points to define and appreciate it. Hence, I became
through innocence. Catholic doctrine shaped me through church services every
Sunday with parochial school and the catechism. This is not to indicate negativity
about this system, but rather to make the reader aware of fact.

In March of 1962 my father was transferred to Boston and our family
moved to Billerica, Mass. I proceeded to get into a fight with some kid I met on
the school bus an hour before. The problem was that the fight took place on
the front lawn, “under the American flag.” My father was happy since I stood
up for myself, my mother didn’t care, but the principal labeled me a troublemaker
since I was the new kid on the block. Again, I was unaware of this at the time,
but this incident would follow me through grade school. The powers-that-be
placed all the “troublemakers” together and, of course, this led to more
confrontations from grades 4 through 6. These were the usual schoolboy rough-
ups, where fists were the only weapons used and the worst anybody got was a
black eye. However, this got tiring very fast, and I would return home to what
had become my favorite pastime since moving to Billerica—walking in the
200+ acres of woods, trails, and forest directly bordering on our property. It
turned out to be a magical paradise. The woods became my second home. I
could make tree houses and forts, above and below ground, and hike into the
forest for about two miles. There was even a hill about 200 feet high that was at
the top of the local natural gas pipeline. I discovered it by accident one day, and
was able to view unobstructed the John Hancock Tower in Boston, about 15
miles as the crow flies (this building was the tallest in Boston, circa 1969). All
the major landmarks in the woods were given names, including Split Rock
(about ten feet high), Circle Trail Fork, Water Trail (there was spring water that
flowed from the ground about a mile out), Gray’s Hill (used primarily during
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                                             Judih Haggai

wooden chimes speak
new day approaches
welcome stranger

* * *

a polar bear walked onto my canvas
with frozen tundra words
we understood

* * *

a scale in dimension
the deeper you go
the higher the mind

* * *

fear of cold
crazy in heat
i’ve outlived my ecology

* * *

absolute zen
before enlightenment, bake cookies
after, bake cookies

* * *

back to working a full-time meaningful job in social services, just as you would
probably find it difficult, if not impossible, to immerse yourself in the world
(again) of politically correct academia. Is it too far out to wish we could live and
procreate at a place like Walden Pond? My intuition tells me that this world,
including this country, will be at war for decades to come. Terrorism cannot be
fought in terms of warring factions, only countered to varying degrees. I intend
to leave the manifestation of the physical plane before I “die,” as much as possible
anyway. Technology may have its place, but I can’t find it. Violence has no
place in my world, although I would argue a world without it would need to be
re-examined, re-classified, and re-defined as to its place in the universe.

People will be unable to achieve enlightenment until they admit that
the United States’ involvement in the Iraq War was utterly, morally corrupt. It
was led by a rat pack of sinister individuals who used their political offices for
personal and social gain. Bush has gone into hiding, his only appearance coming
with former President Clinton to urge on the American people to help the
citizens of Haiti to recover from the earthquake. Ah, the absolute pathetic irony
of it all. Cheney wants to go to war with the entire planet, usurp Obama’s
presidency, and declare himself dictator. The rest of them—including Rice,
Rove, and his generals—history will judge far beyond incompetent. Iraq
possessed no weapons of mass destruction and, when it became obvious the
United Nations inspectors were going to recommend negotiations, Bush went
to war anyway. As I write this letter, the voting returns of the recently held
“elections” in Iraq are being counted. No matter the outcome, I hope that the
leaders of our country have finally learned to stay the fuck out of other nations’
crap (just venting a bit). I honestly thought that this country had learned from
Vietnam—until the invasion of Iraq. History will deliver a harsh verdict for the
crimes that the Bush administration committed.

* * * * * *
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oh mosquito
my ankle regrets
evening acquaintance

* * *

morning glory
hummingbird dances breakfast
every leaf alive

* * *

ceiling fan
dances each moment
a true optimist

* * *

reality takes time
long papyrus centuries
unroll in holy sutra

* * *

a slow trek
a bird and i
this november morn

* * *

so happy to sleep
happier to wake
life is good

* * * * * *

talk about evolution it’s now and it’s always only language changes

* * *
june birds
each takes a solo
before the heat of the day

* * *

the call of the crow
i peel away my dreams
and here i am

* * *

mouse tail
wags on blinds
daughter calls 911

* * *

snake at window
cool glass oasis
daughter is tempted

* * *

rollicking wild birds
ecstatic morning
weary i rise

* * *

fall onto the bed
bounce into morning
check for missing parts

* * *
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                                 Raymond Soulard, Jr.

J. D. Salinger: In Memoriam

Biographical Notes

Born: Jerome David Salinger, January 1, 1919, New York City, New York, USA
Died: January 27, 2010, Cornish, New Hampshire, USA (Natural causes)
Family: Sol, father; Marie, mother; Doris, sister; Sylvia, wife (m. 1945, div. 1947),
Claire, wife (m. 1955, div. 1967, one daughter, one son), Colleen (m. 1988);
Matthew, son; Margaret, daughter
Schooling: Valley Forge Military Academy; Ursinus College; Columbia University
Other occupations: US Army Signal and Counter Intelligence Corps, World War II
Published Works:
* The Catcher in the Rye (1951, novel)
* Nine Stories (1953, short stories)
* Franny and Zooey (1961, short stories)
* Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters / Seymour: An Introduction (1963, short
stories)

******

“An artist’s only concern is to shoot for some kind of perfection,
and on his own terms, not anyone else’s.”

—“Zooey”

I spent years of my young manhood reading your four books &
wondering what you were, how you did what you did on page, how I might
too. I chased you as you chased your characters, came to reside among them,
indifferent, at last, to readers & to publishers, & anyone else, frankly.

And I kept writing. Twas you & Rilke, a scant few others, Dickinson
comes to mind, a shadow of Emerson, that nodded me along my way, not a
path, quite, & still not. I kept an occasional eye on you, up there in Cornish,
the famous, grumpy recluse whose sole novel was taught to millions of high
school seniors year by year.

I’d been one, read Catcher in the Rye when I was 17 in 1981, nodded at
its truth, not so much wondering at how you understood what it was like to be

                                                           AbandonView
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I re-read these four pieces last night & tonight swallowed myself whole in them,
these half-century old works. You were alive through Obama’s election, well
into his current term, yet these are the last published traces of you.

[Technically, your last published story was “Hapworth 16, 1924” but
this epic mess of a story, which appeared in the June 19, 1965 issue of The New
Yorker, never made it to book form. And it’s a poor story. I tried again to read it
recently, faltered, fell asleep. Maybe I was just tired. Or feeling hurried to finish
this piece. I prefer to think that this story is the sound of a door slamming on
the reading audience. It feels like goodbye. Oddly, I came across a comment you
made to the man, Roger Lathbury, who almost published this story in book
form in 2000 or thereabouts. He said you called it a “a high point”1 of your
writing. Hm.]

The Glass Family. I wonder how many pages you wrote, unpublished,
about them these past decades. Maybe it will sooner (or later) be known, the
rumored manuscripts brought to life, given to the world.

Maybe. But I didn’t read these volumes for that reason. I read them to
resurrect you in my mind, alive, living in New England also, yet a ghost, an
artist who’d found his peace in ceasing to publish his works. Who’d believed,
like Rilke, like Dickinson (for different reason perhaps), that not the audience
but the act was paramount. How it feels to do, not how it feels to gain response.

So I read these books, closer upon each other, than ever I’d done back
when. And I saw you disappearing into your work. You became a member of
your own fictional family, not Jerome David Salinger, but Buddy Glass. Seems
Buddy had written the works published under Salinger’s name. A sort of game,
a sort of joke but, no, really not. Not at all. You’d lucked out writing a perennial
bestseller; you were opting to get while the getting was still pretty good. Even
back in the ’50s, the mass audience wanted sequels, not works increasingly
difficult to read without complete surrender.

******

“I say that the true artist-seer, the heavenly fool who can and does produce beauty,
is mainly dazzled to death by his own scruples,

the blinding shapes and colors of his own sacred human conscience.”
—“Seymour: An Introduction”

Back in college, I wrote numerous papers on your stories. I worked
them over, in truth, more for my own purposes than anything. The literature
classes & their grades simply gave me good cover. I witnessed in my reading,

17—horny & misunderstood, powerless, a cock, a heart, a lot of half-made
questions—but wishing you’d say what the fuck to do about it all. At my worst
now I’d say: write a famous novel, & live hidden off the royalty checks for
decades.

But that gets at nothing. Less than nothing. You published three more
books of fictions after Catcher. They showed maturation, they showed garrulous
genius. They showed you increasingly didn’t give a fuck.

That was the lesson, if one at all, if one saw it & chose to grapple with
it. Don’t give a fuck. Write your heart out, “with all your stars out,” aim at
“perfection by your own terms.” Rilke had said as much before you, you echoed
him, & were funny too.

So—to interrupt—you died nearly a year ago & it took till recently for
me to confront this, your passing, you again, dead, & me not 17, & whatever
any of this means.

I re-read Catcher in the Rye first, several weeks ago. Jobless, read it by
mornings on my couch, in my quiet apartment, my wife gone to work with her
smile & kiss. Read it morning by morning, seeing it for what it was, what it
wasn’t. Seeing it later, no longer 17, no longer shocked by it. But back in those
early 1950s, boy! Were they shocked! Even now, it still gets banned in places of
terrified fanaticism. Holden Caulfield is a young, smart, horny boy who feels
too much & sees no path for him to walk toward understanding. Feels things
are wrong in the world. Too many “Fuck you” graffitos on too many walls. Too
many scrawny underage prostitutes. Too many impoverished nuns & possibly
gay schoolteachers. Too many people to love who do not love themselves. Too
many slobs & phonies. Holden’s is the undiscriminating heart trying, unwilling,
nearly unable, to learn discrimination. He suffers, misses everyone, even the
lying bastards & crumb-bums.

Fine, I think now, cruelly, he needs to get laid. Or just blown. Or
something. Would he just feel sorry for the girl’s serious look as she goes down
on him, or her open-mouthed cry when she cums? Maybe, probably. I don’t
know. Or will he get to college & work it out with books & professors & older
women met at diners & Greenwich Village jazz clubs? I don’t know.

I turned to Nine Stories, & found that I still enjoyed it, but was less
moved. In sum, you could not fully unload your metaphysical freight on such
short trips. Your short masterpiece, “For Esmé—With Love & Squalor” follows
through on its possibilities, but the rest lose steam the moment you hit the
epiphany. They fade. Climax, roll over, & go to sleep.

So I arrive to your final two books, each containing two novellas, Franny
and Zooey, & Raise High the Roofbeams, Carpenters / Seymour: An Introduction.
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rejection letters many years ago. It seemed like too much work & too
discouraging. There was no Internet back then to find encouragement; it was
New York or nothing.

Eventually I took my youthful but abandoned notions of my own press,
Scriptor Press, & made them real. I now publish & distribute how I wish.
Underground. Not for profit. In a variety of mediums even.

My obsessions in Art have become my own after three decades of work.
We share generally the twined themes of empathy & kindness, the struggle of
one soul to breach the gap to touch another. But your return again & again to
Eastern & Christian literature for a kind of intellectual grounding is not one I
pursue. Similarly, I don’t think your stories probably ever drenched in the kind
of unitary psychedelic vision I work through over & over. Movies & TV shows
& bunnies & beagles & forests & hotels do not affect your work with the
sentient potency they do mine. But I wouldn’t have got to where I am if I hadn’t
read your books to learn how you did it back then.

******

“You take a really sleepy man, Esmé,
and he always stands a chance of again becoming a man with all his fac—

with all his f-a-c-u-l-t-i-e-s intact.”
—“For Esmé—With Love and Squalor”

I’d like to think that, whatever else you were in life, the part of you that
made it to the page, & was published in books, was some of your best. For it is
on the written page that I know you best—not in photos, or anecdotal accounts
of your friends or family, or even in biographies. I’d like to think that the marble
& mud of your life is distilled to the four books you published. That in their
pages you asked your best questions, offered up your best answers, your hopes,
your fears, & so on.

I think this because it seems to be reasonably true & because I do the
same thing. Much of my best arrives on the page (& some of my worst, & a lot
else too). And if there were no more stories to come from you, post-mortem, if
you simply never wrote any, or burned them all at some point, I’d like to think
that this is OK. I don’t know this for sure but it’s a hope. I admit a greater hope
is a big cache of stories due in book form on a near timeline.

But whatever else I do or don’t know, or don’t know how to know for
sure, this: you were a brilliant writer, affected & still affect my life—&, like
long-dead Seymour’s effect on his fictional family, of which you took your own

time & again, & in these recent days as well, that you were taking an increasingly
strange path in writing about the large Glass family—their roots in Vaudeville
& radio & television, their obsession with Eastern thought, the nature of Art,
& each other. The Glass family stories reflected your obsession with them. It
was as though you’d finally gathered everything together, at least what mattered
to you—a family of genius-artist-New Yorkers, whose lives were funny, tragic,
odd, & even at moments humanly mundane. But—& I keep running into
this—writing about them seemed to clash with publishing these stories. Clash,
& also was unnecessary. Catcher & the other books purchased you comfortable
seclusion in Cornish, New Hampshire where the townspeople took to you as a
friendly transplant who liked his privacy. Your books may not have interested
many of them, but they all understood your wish for privacy.2

Thus, the mysteries remain. Where you took your fictional family, how
life after publishing affected your Art. All I can do is say the following & marvel:
from 1965 to 2010, nearly half a century, you wrote unknown numbers of
pages. I tend to think at least hundreds, maybe thousands.

And my strange turn of mind wonders what your last work was like.
When you were in your 80s, had seen the world change & change & change
again.

******

 “You can’t ever find a place that’s nice and peaceful, because there isn’t any.
You may think there is, but once you get there, when you’re not looking,

somebody will sneak up and write ‘Fuck you’ right under your nose.
Try it sometime. I think, even, if I ever die, and they stick me in a cemetery,

and I have a tombstone and all, it’ll say ‘Holden Caulfield’ on it,
and then what year I was born and what year I died,

and then right under that it’ll say ‘Fuck you.’ I’m positive, in fact.”
—The Catcher in the Rye

It was some years ago, my friend M & I drove up to Cornish to look
around. A pretty little New England town, on the Connecticut River, covered
bridge to Windsor in Vermont (explained the PO Box that I’d read somewhere
was yours being in Windsor not Cornish). A county fairgrounds, home to the
annual Cornish Fair in August. I’m glad to have looked around that day, even if
it really drew me little nearer to you.

In a way less famous & lucrative than you did, I’ve nonetheless walked
a not dissimilar path to yours. I gave up publishing in others’ periodicals after
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                                       Joe Ciccone

Dance Hall Orphans

Not when hanging onto the running board of four-cylinder fords,
or when painting in bright colors in the middle of the night,
or when creeping with broken bones beneath low hung eaves
pitched against the winter dome, but now, all at once,
that he realizes his best years are now gone.

There were days of reflection, and others days,
more ragged and with frayed ends—
when he took photographs of wallflower women,
whose pale hands held bouquets of their own flowers;
days when the fires rose around them and she said “stand and deliver,”
while he thought about the Savior.

They made a record once, when he was twenty-four,
But he aint’ twenty-four anymore.
He is me, and she is you, caught in a moment of revelation,
and these things of which we sing constitute us, the proud nomads,
endless hopers, laying down on the salty rails,
like godfathers of the railroad.

* * * * * *

part, you yourself live ever on profoundly large, continually forming &
reforming, in my heart & head. You have my deepest gratitude & affection.
Rest in peace, brother.

Footnotes
1 “Betraying Salinger,” New York Magazine, April 4, 2010.
2 For a different perspective, see “J. D. Salinger a Recluse? Well, Not to His
Neighbors,” New York Times, January 31, 2010.

                                                                                           Victor Vanek

* * * * * *
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                                          G. C. Dillon

From Antarctica with Love
(new fiction)

Leslie St. John-Smythe felt each day of his eighty-one years as he trod
the gangway from the Cessna seaplane. His legs ached from calcium bones to
hair follicles. He held his left hand to his brown fedora to stop it from flying
away in the airflow still generated by the plane’s propellers.  His right hand had
a death-grip on a thin wooden cane. An armed member of the Strategic Air
Services met him. The man held a semi-automatic rifle, its muzzle pointed
downward, and a seasoned index finger straddled the half-circle of the trigger
guard. Who Dares Succeeds was their motto—what were they daring him to do,
he wondered. The soldier led him inside the nearest building.

A tall and thin Latino-American lieutenant-commander with Navy
Seal insignia and patches met him next. His skin was dark, his hair was short,
and his speech was quick and clipped. The name of CATALANO was spelled out
upon his chest.

The only easy day is yesterday, their motto—would his words tell the
same to St. John-Smythe?

The American officer opened a manila folder. “You come well
recommended in a long-lasting, impressive career: an antiquities finder for several
prestigious museums, a linguist specializing in ancient and ‘dead’ languages, a,
umm, philologist.

“Your latest paper, I see here, was on the influence of Phoenician
grammar on modern English.”

“Not latest!” St. John-Smythe removed his wire-rimed glasses. “Last. I
am Professor Emeritus, and retired. I spend most of my days tending beehives in
Sussex today.” He shoved the eyeglasses back upon his nose.

“Sussex? My most current intelligence places you at Yale? In
Connecticut. The States.”

“My ancestry is more British than the Queen’s.” St. John-Smythe
snorted.

A young black man entered the room. He wore civilian clothes. His
hair hung in dreadlocks. He nodded to the Navy Seal and held out his hand to
St. John-Smythe. “Rondell Jaspers, University of Chicago. Professor, I’ve read
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“WeBroughtItHere,” the Navy Seal inconceivably quick-spoke. “We
brought it here,” St. John-Smythe translated. “To the Falklands, our British
cousins’ isles,” the American finished.

St. John-Smythe thought a moment. “May I see this ‘it’?”

* * *

Professor St. John-Smythe began his PowerPoint presentation. His
laptop’s display was cast upon a wide canvas screen by a small projector that
had a fan that projected whirling noises more successfully than its blurry, out-
of-focus image. It was the “find” found on the Southernpolar continent. St.
John-Smythe clicked on his laser-pointer. He depressed a button on his keyboard
and the screen repainted into a close-up of the artifact.

“Thank you all for joining me. I am here to dispel  all rumours and
reveal the truth—or the closest there to, which we can suss out.”

There was a bee’s buzz of murmuring amongst the invitation-only
crowd.

“This artifact I liken to the plaque Earth sent out with Pioneer 10,
showing two naked specimens of our species—Adam and Eve sans fig leaves.
Or banana leaves I’m told our Muslim neighbours speculate. More coverage I
presume.”

“Good for Adam,” came the voice of a commenter/heckler. Nervous
laughter followed.

St. John-Smythe coughed. “We have a tale of two civilizations. One
overflowing with prosperity, health, and grace. The other in ruin, poverty, and
starvation. And there is a suggestion as to which we can achieve . . . ”

He advanced his slideshow:

TRANSMIT THIS MISSIVE TO ONE THOUSAND PLANETS AND
YOUR CIVILIZATION WILL PROSPER, MULTIPLY, AND FLOWER.
FAILURE TO CONTINUE THIS RIGHTOUS COMMUNICATION’S
PROGRESSION WILL RESULT IN CALAMITY AND BLIGHT, DESPAIR
AND RUIN.

“Perhaps we need to contact NASA . . . ”

* * * * * *

your work. It’s been an inspiration.”
St. John-Smythe took his hand in a firm and hardy handshake.
“We found the doomed Pan-collegiate Expedition of 1929!” the man

blurted out, excitedly. “Or at least one site they explored.” St. John-Smythe was
momentarily impressed. That scientific project had been a consortium of
geologists, botanists, archaeologists, engineers, and a plethora of other fields
from a dozen different colleges and universities. It had set out to do the most
comprehensive study of the frozen continent of the last century, and it
disappeared with nary a clue as to its dire fate.

“We have one artifact that defies analysis. It seems to have two tablets
written in two scripts. I’ve examined it. Seen elements of Cuniform and Sanskrit.
Ogham even, I think anyway. But frankly, I’m more than six feet out of my
depths. Make that six fathoms.

“I believe it’s alien.”
“By alien, you mean—” St. John-Smythe raised a finger (not to say

which) heavenward. He shook his head disapprovingly. “You have read too much
science fiction and perhaps not solely the best of that particular genre.”

“I said I read your shit so I know the symbol recognition software you
pioneered. When we have to confirm fuzzy letters and numerals to utilize an
Internet utility, that’s helping some program of those that followed your attempt
and perfected the concept to read what our ancestors wrote. So Champollion,
here’s your Rosetta Stone,” Jaspers said, with just a smidgen of anger to his
voice.

“He had Greek and a familiar form of Egyptian with which to work,”
St. John-Smythe groused.

“We have a network of super computers at your disposal, and a crew of
programmers, for Java, C++, dotNET, whatever you want. Even cobalt,” the
Navy Seal reported.

“You mean COBOL, I assume. However, my nascent computer-based
diagnostic tools were written in Lisp!”

The Navy officer only stared at him blindly.
The professor said, “But I’m sure you do not need to find someone

with a speech impediment.” He smiled at a private joke. “Any adequate
application developer should suffice. It’s not rocket science, you know.” He
smiled all the broader.

“Now I assume I must trek to the permafrost and ice flows to view this
marvel,” St. John-Smythe said. His old bones could already feel the cold, and
he instinctively stifled a shiver. His most recent bout with frostbite was
when . . .
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                              Raymond  Soulard, Jr.

Many Musics
Sixth Series (excerpts)

“Black ink. Psychedelia.
Try to love the world near & far.”

i. Two Blooms

Cut roots, for a sweet touch,
 living on water & packets of fresh,
I wanted to cross the line, wanted to know,
 what did you see, rooted to the earth,
what did you see later in that vase?

Then one of you sagged, let go, was it hard?
 I brought you to the empty flower box
of soil, just outside the window with
 the vase. Closed the curtain against your
remain. Some of your petals discovered
 still inside. I cringed but want to know
better than this.

The other remains inside, in the vase,
 not yet, not yet, but soon. I speak of this
to noone, it’s mine, this, I’m loving you,
 I’m mourning for you, I listen around
me to what men say of death & I think
 of you. Nothing learned yet. A hunger. A terror.

******
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ix. Raw From Hours

The hungers within will to surround the world
 in flesh or words or the gross massings
of godmongers, how a few men can touch
 the map & decide. Mountains decide our fates
eventually, what the seas less willing yield,
 how the skies change in color & the air
in subtleties, telling not a few men now but
 all here & hereon how we’ve done—

So when I look at you, my love, think of what
 you are by soul & spirit, how the few men
are shifting maps we reside, & how the mountains
 will tend the world its unfolding when
these men lie again simply in her arms,
 I think: what we do matters & matters,
& very much matters. And little, & less,
 & none at all. The glare in one’s face,
the music of an excited night, the ways flesh
 insists to its pleasures, the ways hearts
shape these further still—

I am left ever half-exposed & crying,
 half-hidden, crouched close, in how much
I love the world & how much I love you.

******

xv. Bauhaus (Til Next)

So I wrote here, for years, hard &
 deep. Sometimes awful. Sometimes not.
A thank you. Remembrance. Til next.

******

v. Several Breaths

I look about me at the men & women
 hurrying, shiny things for sale in shops,
the cold rain, the glaring streets,
 shift & shift & shift again. Open my mouth
to ask, close it again. Open it now to breathe
 & maybe that’s better, what I have sure for now—

& the want to feel things complexly,
 & with several reasons, so that these feelings
will stick, stay, bloom wildly into a world
 which cannot be throttled by a word,
a chance, an unlucky shifting, like a blade
 sweeping all away at ground level
til nothing is left, executed cleanly by—

& you & I, the intense everything
 of you & I, there was a moment
& its many echoes, perhaps several moments,
 you are a face, you are a surfside,
you are a song, you are a line of words
 that catches me halfway down &
holds. You hold. Then another hour
 I hold, my hands clean of their
wavering ignorance, holding you, just you,

I hold you & I breathe & I say
 “breathe” to you & you breathe & we breathe
together & another year & another place
 & I am still holding you, “breathe,” &
you are still holding me, “breathe,” &
 it never ends, “breathe,” the world, breathe.

******
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 xxxiv. Amongst Old Stones

Men depart this world free, yet wish a marker
 of their visit, a widow, a stripling, an etched
chip of rock to note their bones. The poor will
 take a few inches, the kings a foot or two,
or six, as though the earth receives in greater
 & lesser order by purse & speech & polity’s
dirty divisions. Chaotic bird-noise here, this green,
 green day. A siren rises among blarings & shouts,
distant music of a parade & the spring rain
 of near church bells harking the new hour. We walk
quietly amongst these old stones, taking our notes,
 leaving our trinkets for the heroes, nodding
without knowing why at the graves of babes,
 & loyal wives, & dear servants without surname.
The trees stand, benign titans, their young leaves
 a bidding to make the world new again today,
their roots twisted mildly among the departed,
 bringing the news from above, when any
to know. Their world still.

******

xxx. East-West

Once I lived here, a small town in a green place,
 & it was my home & where I loved. Here was here,
the rest was there. Years & years.

Then I moved here, for awhile, but the borders
 were fuzzier. I read books & wondered about
there & there. Here was still here, but less so.

Bleeding, angry, curious, I fled from here to a
 larger here. A deeper history, & for awhile
the waves of there & there receded from my steps.

Then returned, as myths, as mountains, as
 far-stretching horizons, here shifted & shifted
again as though not to settle but to keep dancing.

Now I look over all the heres & decide to move on
 by returning. An old here beckons new & I think
maybe here is just shorthand for everywhere & nowhere.

******
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And tonight I part you, how to tell this not
 in mere sadness but in song, how to tell
what leaving sanctuary is like, this for another,
 & yet another in the length of years,
& the idea of sanctuary is addictive, I confess,
 in another’s arms, in music, & here, now,
these going hours, cement floor by painted wall by
 open door by the breaths & ink I leave here with love.

******

xlix. Beneath Tamarack Again

The passage of time is measured in the mind,
 measured in the mind, & also the body.
Measured in the body, & where the blossoms go,
 & last year’s endless snow. The snow
in the skies, too, ancient lights & their message
 to keep moving & keep shining & no,
you will not elude time, in your mind or your body,
 but behold about you the rest of the world,
its passing just like you! You smile, you age,
 you creak, these stars might say but, long
after your last, you shine to some future amazement.

******

 l. In a Bookstore

I watched her shadow-dark hair swing from side
 to side across her half-nude back as she chattered
  softly to another, & thought of other things—

Turned to the half-shaded window with its view of
 drizzled shaking leaves, & forgot her,
  & thought of other things—

xxxvi. Anniversary

Moving many pens along the years,
 in distant rooms with strangest aches,
a heart wilting & blooming again in song,
 among hotel armchairs where talk of
markets nears the erotic. Pause. Sweep
 around. Dimming winter light outside, or
snow upon the glass roof, sometimes sweating
 rage & want on the many sheets, & no why
but strange pleasures salve strange aches,
 & each new pen uncapped with old hunger,
& the world is strangely beautiful at best,
 & language clumsy reveals a moment,
the passage through, its striver, this hour’s sure going.

******

xl. CoffeeTime

Someone said you’d like it there, years ago,
 & excited I came by streetcar to this
cafe’s armchair, this one, its predecessor,
 oh I was a lorn, ragged soul but could
always smile at another’s freak try in
 explaining love or the world. I entered
the caverns here & felt safe for awhile,
 hours of safety in a life disintegrating,
coming here became precious, conflation
 of place with sanctuary, & I came
often. Then I left a long while, remembering.

When I returned, my hand its better grip on
 the wheel, it still mattered, many more times
I came & brought my suffering & my lights both,
 like old, I kept it sanctuary in my heart.
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lix. Memory & Prelude

I woke this morning, early, writhing,
 a dream’s lingering claws, stroked,
squeezed, & no more sleep, not even close,
 what was it? Not a woman, known or stranger,
nor a man, animal, god. A memory, old one,
 released last night when I found a high school
essay. In a pile, a glance, a nod, none else.
 But enough. A teacher I don’t remember but
he liked me. Those years weren’t pretty. He graded
 me high, smiled, taught me with a worn man’s
hope that someone listened. All I wanted to do
 was fuck a cheerleader. Or the poet girl
I adored. Or quite a few others. No why
 in it. The rest of my grades made nobody
proud, nobody smile, hope. I skipped school
 for the library, to write a paper on my
favorite books, the ones with no money &
 a laughing kindess for all. I wrote & I wrote,
then typed & typed. He smiled, hoped, gave me
 the best grade he could but knew it wasn’t
good enough. I wanted to fuck her, & fuck her,
 & fuck her. Skipped school, hid, read,
wrote. Then one day came & suddenly I
 remembered. This morning, no more sleep.

I looked down to my journal & read of two writers
 wrangling the words “empathy” & “sympathy” between
  them, & forgot the rainy leaves & thought again
   of other things—

Her hands reminded me, as they tossed & flew,
 a glimpse of her garishly large hoop earrings
  made me wonder their purpose—& I turned back
   wondering to the leaves & how they live their lives in the air—

Coming back to the page I discovered my two writers
 now in agreement: empathy & sympathy
  are one thing, & run through all that lives—
 looking up I saw the girl leaving with her friend,
swinging hair & blinking earrings & half naked back
 & all—suddenly there were other faces &
  noises around me, photos of sleeping or dead things
   on the wall, countless books with their arguing hints,
& a new-struck faith that a million missing things still could be found.

******

lv. Spiritual

There’s that sound in the room—
  after the spiritual’s been sung—
a breath within no breast—
 it was here—did you feel it?
& then the slightest noise—
 & it’s like a relief—
for none of us & this hour can be that holy—
 can be that holy—none of us—

******
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He was in the hallway, taking a make-up
 test in the class where I’d given the teacher
hope. I came out to go to the bathroom
 & he asked me to help him. The teacher
called it cheating later, when he caught me.
 I suppose so. The teacher’s heart broke
& he crushed my grade down low. Probably
 my friend outright failed. I went to college
& he probably didn’t. We were different kinds
 of failures. I could contrive a sentence &
write it out. He could beat up a fellow &
 then lay his cheerleader girlfriend
out smooth, give it to her twice hard, make
 her moan, writhe, cheer, forget awhile.
And what was all this for? Maybe all these
 years later I simply look back & wonder
how little connection any of us made then,
 & how this not-much truth is so often true.
That hour, helping, cheating, hoping, breaking,
 it passed, passed long, long ago. Nobody
left from it. Just an old sheaf of typed pages
 I found yesterday, what was called onion
skin back then. A grade scrawled over it,
 the dead bones of a gone pride. A breakable
certainty in me about the world years back
 replaced by a working doubt. The universal
flow collects it all, whatever its seeming worth.

* * * * * *

I had a friend, his name was John,
 he was a rough piece of work. He liked me
too, & it mattered more. Here’s why. One day
 he saw me getting pushed around &
stepped in. I didn’t have many friends,
 none like him. His act, his word, protected
me. I didn’t know how to fight any more
 than  I knew how to fuck. Nobody had
taught me. I knew how to hide, elude, get
 through the day, keep my thoughts my
own, close. I don’t know why he liked me,
 or stepped in. I had nothing to offer me.
He could have taught me how to fight & fuck,
 maybe, I would return & ask: “How do
you do it? Use your body’s power, its want,
 its will? Show me.” Maybe he would have.
What did I have for him? It was another day’s
 answer & maybe this is what wouldn’t
let me sleep this morning, what drove me
 from bedroom to living room couch.
Is this a lesson, something like that?
 I don’t think so. Or a lesson thus spoke:
shit happens. All the time. Maybe something
 else. You see, he asked me a question,
this friend, John. And I answered because
 I had no friends like him & no cheerleader pussy
& no skills to fight, make way in the world.
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                                          Ralph  Emerson

Q Is for Queer
(essay)

“Q has always the sound of k: it is constantly followed by  u, pronounced like w; and its
general sound is heard in quack, quill, queen, &c. pronounced kwack, kwill, kween.”

        —Elocution Walker, 1791.

It was the Romans who first wrote kw as qu. We write quality because
they wrote qualitas. But it’s not necessary. Dutchmen write kwaliteit, Swedes
kvalitet, Spaniards cualidad. Q is a redundant letter. The reason we keep it—
and use it only next to a w sound—is that its shape suggests the same “off-
center” connotations to the eye that kw does to the ear. Q’s hallmark in all
typefaces (q’s too) is its off-center tail. This is our clue that Q words will be
referring to off-center things, quaint as dotty aunts and queer as twisty streets:
squiggly lines, quavery voices, whimsical Quixotes. When you see a Q, you know
the road will not be straight, the person not ordinary. Phonetically, q is just k.
But since language is half visual, we spell “kweer” with Q so the letter’s off-
center shape will help draw attention to the incipient weirdness of the kw.

Kawatta

Why is kw weird? Because W is weird. W is the sound of WATER, and
therefore of all wavy, twisty, non-masculine things: not straight boards but warped
ones, not straight men but queer ones. W’s metaphors always play on physical
twistiness—slanted, bent, curled, rotated—and for some reason the illusion of
twistiness is enhanced when W is preceded by k. Merely “weerd” is not quite
“kweer,” and “wacky” is not quite “kwirky.” The brain gives kw names to literal
twists and later redefines these names figuratively. For instance, the oldest sense
of quirk in the OED is a “sudden twist, turn, or curve; esp. in drawing”; but
now we think of a quirk mostly as a figurative eccentricity of character. Same in
Japanese. The literal kw verb for ‘swerve’ or ‘change into’ is kawaru, from which
we get the abstract adjective kawatta, meaning ‘different, weird’.

One rich source of twisty kw-like words is the Kwakiutl tongue of
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at all; it simply meant ‘peculiar’, just as it had when it first appeared in Scotland
around 1500. Yet even before it acquired its modern sexual sense, queer was still
the most emblematic Q word in English. In Francis Grose’s slang dictionary of
1811, for example, almost half the Q entries (23 of 52) deal with the word
queer in its underworld sense of bad or worthless: queer bung for an “empty
purse,” queer cove for a “rogue,” queer as Dick’s hatband for ‘feeling sick’. The
word shows up again in Jack Schaefer’s Company of Cowards, a story about a
unit of disgraced Civil War officers. When a “wag in Washington” names the
group Company Q, the narrator remarks: “That letter, I take it from his sarcastic
comments, stands for queer, quixotic.” And since 2004, we have had a cheerfully
perverse Broadway musical called Avenue Q.

Yet English has no corner on kw-style queerness. The sort of guy we
might call a queer fish (not gay, but strange) can be termed a kawarimono in
Japanese or a Querkopf in German. In fact, most dictionaries trace our queer to
that same German word quer, meaning ‘oblique, crosswise’. The OED disputes
this, saying the words’ dates and senses don’t match well enough for them to be
related. That may be true, but they’re clearly on the same team, and it’s a big,
international team. You need a word for crosswise? German quer, Kwakiutl
khwal-. You want strange? English queer, Japanese kawatta, Chinese guai (“kwy”).
Who says they have to be related? They’re all typical kw words, and any one of
them could have bubbled up from the collective unconscious as soon as it was
needed.

Queens

All the qu or kw words above are governed by their W’s. They get their
twisty meanings from that letter’s wavy, watery nature; and given that W means
WATER, it inevitably suggests Woman as well. Many kw words reflect this too.
In Nigerian Tiv, woman is kwase. In Algonquian Fox, spoken near Chicago,
woman was  hkwawa . In the related languages spoken near Boston, the same
word appeared as skwa, which early English colonists spelled squaw. In prehistoric
Europe, woman was gwen , whence the Greek gyn– in gynecologist ‘woman’s
doctor’, as well as the modern Swedish kvinna ‘woman’, and our own word
queen.

Actually, we used to have two of these words: queen for an exalted
woman, and quean, originally pronounced “kwen,” for wenches and harlots.
(Japanese has kawatake ‘harlot’.) For centuries, quean referred only to female
sluts, but in the early 1900s, it became gay slang for a male slut. Since it already
had its modern sound, it was rewritten in the 1920s as queen, which looks like

British Columbia.1 Here are five verbs: turn over is khwela, turn right-side up is
Gwe’sta, bend over is gwana, wrap or twist is qwequla, and twist off is qwapa.
Now, compare: Who’s Quasimodo? The hunchback of Notre Dame—physically
twisted. And Quilp? The really nasty dwarf who’s the villain of Dickens’s Old
Curiosity Shop—physically and morally twisted.

These Q names are hardly exceptional. Nabokov tipped his hat to Quilp
by calling Lolita’s villain Clare Quilty. The ghostly servant who menaced the
kids in The Turn of the Screw was Peter Quint. Joyce Carol Oates invented a
pedophile called Quentin P., and the whip-happy schoolmaster in Dickens’s
Nicholas Nickleby was Wackford Squeers. Real life has its Q villains too. Vidkun
Quisling gave us a new word for traitor when he sold out Norway to the Nazis.
Would he have done it if he’d been named Hansen instead?

Evil or not, all Q figures are strange. Don Quixote is quixotic, Captain
Queeg in The Caine Mutiny is downright crazy, and Queequeg in Herman
Melville’s Moby-Dick is an “outlandish” South Seas cannibal.

Queer

When we look at Queequeg more closely, we notice that his
“peculiarities” include a “queer round figure” tattooed on his arm, and that he
works on an old whaling ship called the Pequod. Melville knew his Q’s. The few
paragraphs that introduce the Pequod in Chapter 16 catalogue every aspect of
her age, oddness, and crookedness with an astounding collection of printed
Q’s, q’s, and w’s that wiggle across the page like frisky water-snakes. I’m sure
Melville was no more than half conscious of putting all those Q’s in his
manuscript, yet it’s exactly in the inspired and mostly unconscious repetitions of
such poetic passages that we can most clearly glimpse a letter’s soul on display.

Anchored at dockside, the Pequod is a “quaint craft” with weathered
sides and “wrinkled” decks, although she masks the “grotesqueness” of her
“antiquities” with an agreeable “quaintness” of decoration. Hoping for work,
the narrator steps onto her “quarter-deck” and spies there “a strange sort of tent,
or rather wigwam.” This “queer tenement” shelters the ship’s owner, who is
seated inside “on an old-fashioned oaken chair, wriggling all over with curious
carving.” The owner is a “Quaker,” a “Quakerish Nantucketer.” And where’s the
Pequod’s captain? Home sulking, says the owner: “He’s a queer man, Captain
Ahab”!

Did Melville mean that Ahab was gay? No. Melville was writing in
1850, and queer was not used for gay until the early 1900s (and not politicized
in that meaning until the Eighties). In his day, queer had no sexual connotations
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use in words like Iraq. It’s somewhat like k, but more guttural. To pronounce it,
you have to get your tongue further back in your mouth: say ka, notice where
your tongue is, and then bunch it up a little further back and try again: that’s
qa. If it sounds truly croaky, like a real crow’s caw, you’re doing it right. In fact,
the Arabic word for crow is qaq.

Why is this important? Well, in the early history of our alphabet, that’s
the sound Q stood for, a uvular [q]. It wasn’t redundant or decorative like an
English Q, and it wasn’t always tied up with u or w. It was an independent
sound. Because it’s still heard in modern languages like Kwakiutl and Arabic,
nineteenth-century linguists resurrected the ancient value of the letter Q so
they could transcribe those languages more precisely. For instance, the Arabic
book we traditionally spell Koran is really the Qur’an, and you won’t be surprised
to learn that it’s a Mouth word: qiri is Arabic for recite, and Qur’an is literally
‘recitation’; just as the Kwakiutl Q words qatapa and qwegya’l have the
appropriately mouthy meanings ‘quarrel’ and ‘cry’.

Technically speaking, [q] is a “back” consonant, one produced in the
back of the mouth. Back consonants typically designate either MOUTHS-and-
biting or SKIN-and-cutting. The great exception is when a back consonant is
co-opted by W, it gets twisty (queer). When it’s on its own, however, or able to
subordinate its W, a back consonant will usually revert to type and either get
mouthy (squawk) or talk about skin, as in Japanese kawa ‘skin’ and Kwakiutl
qula ‘scratch’. That’s what Q really wants to do.

Quaestio

How did Q lose itself? Latin got hold of it. Since no Western language
has a uvular [q], the Romans didn’t need it for that. But they did need a symbol
for their labial [kw], a special k sound that they pronounced with pursed lips. To
write it, they borrowed the Etruscan Q and combined it with u, so they could
tell qualitas apart from calidus. By the end of the Roman Empire, this [kw] had
changed into the modern [kw] sound we use in quality, and since no one had
the heart to get rid of its peculiar qu spelling, it’s still with us, its values changing
from one border to the next. German qu stands for [kv], and the modern French
and Spanish qu of mystique and mosquito is just a very awkward way to spell
plain [k].

Fed up with this kind of thing, the Dutch and Scandinavians finally
dropped Q altogether, substituting phonetic spellings like kwaliteit. Finding
the letter up for grabs, newly reformed languages like Albanian and Chinese
promptly took it home and put it to local uses. (Chinese currently uses it for a

. . . queer, whose gay meaning was going mainstream at about the same time.
Perhaps sensing that the letter Q was acquiring a fresh significance, the future
“queer icon” Denis Pratt soon adopted the Q name he later made famous:
Quentin Crisp.

The gay meanings are a backhanded tribute to W’s femininity. In fact,
every word we’ve looked at is a tribute to W. Our tradition of using an inseparable
qu-for-kw spelling has mixed up Q and w so thoroughly in our minds that we
can hardly conceive of a Q without a w. How do we say Qantas, the airline?
Like Kwantas, even though Qantas has no u.

To write about the letter Q as we use it in the West is necessarily to
write about kw, a pairing that human languages use as a kind of super-W, a
super-twisty way of opening a word. Our traditional qu spelling artfully employs
the visual twist of Q’s curlicue to advertise the aural twistiness that really comes
from the W—a queer and clever way of giving the redundant Q a useful job. At
the center of the letter’s thoughts has long been that word queer, even before the
twentieth century funneled all its twistiness into the sexual meanings—bent,
kinky—for which its initial Q is now the international symbol. Q power! A
very new twist in the letter’s story; yet in its twistiness, really very traditional.

Quack

What do kids think Q stands for? Without an obvious answer like
Apple or Elephant, one children’s book suggests, “Quiz and question start with
Q.” While I was writing this article, I happened to see an exhibit of illustrated
alphabets drawn by local children, and yes, several of them illustrated Q with a
question mark. That shows good intuition, because our squiggly-looking ?
actually comes from the tiny q-over-o sign that Latin scribes used to draw after
a quaestio or question.

Christina Rossetti had another answer: “Q is a Quail, quick-chirping
at morn.” And wouldn’t you know, several kids in the exhibit drew quails! That’s
good intuition too, because Q’s old friend kw is a longtime specialist in bird
noises. Quail is from Latin quaccula, little quacker. (Quack doctors “quack”
about their secret remedies.) Kwakiutl bird-names quack too: heron is qwaq,
sea-petrel qwe-qwe-qwe, raven Gwakh. Does that remind you of English squawk?
And does qwesa remind you of squeeze? It should; they mean the same thing.
Kwakiutl q(w) and English sq(u) both stand for big hungry Mouths that can
suddenly squawk or squeeze. When jaws snap shut in Kwakiutl, they go qa!

The difference is that a Kwakiutl q isn’t a k in disguise; it’s a wholly
different sound we don’t have in English, the same throaty sound that Arabs
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                                           Tom Sheehan

Father

His face
is made of music,
notes of an order
I have yet to know.

The mystics
of his hands,
engraved with the timeless,
bear strange anointments.

The salt
of his touch, once known,
leaps up past
all of pain.

After God
and my father
there are no divinities.

* * *

ch sound; the old Ch’ing Dynasty is now spelled Qing.) Meanwhile, the original
uvular Q lives on in Middle Eastern languages like Persian and Arabic and
distant tongues like Kwakiutl.

Although we think of Q as irremediably twisty, when it was invented
almost four thousand years ago, it wasn’t a twisty letter at all. It’s always had its
O-like loop, but its tail went straight down until the Romans redrew it on a
slant. The equivalent Hebrew letter qoph is written   , and the even older
Phoenician qoph looked like a female sign    without its crossbar. Like all the
early letters, it was a picture; and the Phoenician kids who sat learning their
letters in ancient gardens knew exactly what qoph meant and what its picture
showed: the eye of a needle.

A tiny little mouth, and very cute.

Footnotes
1 My Kwakiutl examples (“quock-yootle”) are from the vocabularies in Franz
Boas’s Ethnology of the Kwakiutl in the 1913-14 report of the Bureau of
American Ethnology. I’ve simplified his spellings, using kh for x, apostrophe
for a glottal stop, gy for post-dotted palatal g, capital G for under-dotted
uvular g, plain q for occasional fortis q!, and so on.

* * * * * *

                                                                                                      Catfishrivers
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Lines My Father Left for Me

Crow a little bit when you’re in good luck;
Own up, pay up, and shut up when you lose.

Fishing is the great solace in sports. It’s for the mind,
not the hook. It’s the time when you measure wins

and losses in the truest angle of all, a slant of unbearably
beautiful sunlight through morning’s alder leaves, water’s

whisper of confidence on rocks you think you can hear
later in the night, the pointed miracle of a trout beating

you at his game, letting you know the wins and losses
do come and do pass by, even standing still.

It’s like the game of golf or the game of pool,
the green is highly coincident. And early in sports,

at the edge of my first failure, marked by the touch
of his hand on my shoulder: You come into this life

with two gifts, love and energy, and words and sports
are going to take both of them for all you’ve got.

I think his heart remembered a loss, his knees their pain.
When they took his leg off, the pain did not leave him.

* * *

Perhaps the Rain

In the barn
rain hangs on
like old statements.

Soft corners
keep themselves
wetter than rooting,

heave mushrooms
out of droppings swept
from stallions now but bone.

Spider webs,
taking up their dew,
walk on railroad silver,

aim for stars
locked at night
where roofed pine knots fall,

or the moon,
needing a drink,
drops its straws down.

It’s wetter
likely underground,
but can’t smell like this:

old blankets
out all night, dog’s breath,
leather still breathing hidework

a mule threw
off his brewed chassis
barreling the field all day.

* * *
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                                          Horse Lampner

Hook, Line, and Sinker
(fiction)

It was a slow day even for January. Twenty past noon and not one sale.
John was alone in the store. Bill, the other salesman, was out to lunch. The two
of them had been marking jewelry all morning. John walked to the front of the
store and looked out the front-door window. The rain was just letting up. Across
the street he saw a cop ticketing an out-of-state car. “Well, somebody’s got to
suffer,” he thought to himself. The cop appeared to be the only sign of life on
Union Street.

John walked back to the desk, picked up an invoice, and started back
to work. He saw that a man and a woman had stopped outside and were looking
over the window displays. He could see the man pointing to something and the
woman shaking her head. The man started to open the door, but the woman
pulled at his sleeve and was still shaking her head. They were talking loud, but
John couldn’t make out just what they were saying.

He thought, “You coming in, or ain’t you?”
The door opened and the two came in. They had stopped talking and

paused just inside the door. John dropped the invoice he was working on and
walked toward them.

“Looks like it’s clearing up, don’t it?” The two didn’t answer. “Something
I can show you folks?”

“We’d like some luggage,” the man said.
Hardly had he spoken when the woman said, “We’re only looking.”
John figured it out fast. He knew he could sell the man easy. It was that

damn woman he’d have to work on.
He smiled and addressed the woman. “Was it something you wanted

to match up, or are you making up a new set?”
“No, we just want to see a bag.”
John thought to himself, “In that case, lady, just step over here to the

mirror.” He started to walk to the back of the store. They followed. That was a
good sign.

“Have you any particular color or leather in mind?”
“No, a man’s bag in something cheap,” the woman answered.

John Maciag

John Maciag was all bone
knees, elbows and jaw
hated his rifle

proficient at killing
wanted home so badly it burned his soul

We leaned up that mountain
near Yangu, frightened
War’s hurricane tore our ranks

trees of us lifted by roots
I came running down three days later

Like cordwood the bodies were stacked
between two stakes
all Korean, but that jaw

of John Maciag I saw
a log of birch amongst the scrub

I stopped, the sergeant said move on
I said maybe never
I’m going to sit and think about John Maciag’s

forever, whose fuel he is
what the flames of him will light

Perhaps he’ll burn the glory
of God or man

* * * * * *
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difference in the price. If I were you folks, I’d take this one, ‘cause it’s the size
you want, and in the long run that’s what counts. However, this other one is
still a good buy at the price.” He wished he hadn’t upped the price, fearing if
they took it because they couldn’t swing the blue one, he’d be in for it for
overcharging.

The woman pointed to the smaller bag. “How much would this one
be with tax?”

Now he was damn sorry he’d lied. “Just a minute. I’ll figure it out for
you.” He calculated the price on the inside flap of his sales book. “Nineteen
fifty-two with all the taxes, ma’am.”

Then he thought of a way out. “Are you folks from town here?” he
asked the man.

“No, we come down from Springfield.”
“Well, say—if you folks really like the blue bag, I can fix it up so that

you won’t have to pay any taxes, you being out of state and all.”
At this the woman took a real interest. “Then what would be the full

price on it?”
John felt he had them now. “Seventeen ninety-five, ma’am. And I can

put your initials on it for you. Won’t cost you anything, either, ma’am.”
The woman opened and shut the bag again, turned to the man and

asked him how he liked it. He just shook his head yes.
“You say these edges are real leather?” the woman asked.
John assured her that they were, and that even though the bag was

plastic, it would out-wear some leathers—and besides, one had to look close to
tell that it wasn’t all leather.

“Well, we’ll take it,” the woman said.”“Can you put the initials on it
now?”

“Surely. Take about five minutes, ma’am.”
“That will be fine.” The woman opened her pocketbook, took out the

change purse, and handed him two tens. “You said seventeen ninety-five?”
“That’s right, ma’am,” John said, taking the money. “Getting so these

ten-dollar bills ain’t going to buy anything, the way prices keep on going up.”
The pair nodded in agreement.
John wrote out the sales slip, marked it with a Z, the store code for

year-old merchandise, and rung it up. He initialed the bag and asked if he
could show them anything else, to which they said no. John handed the bag to
the man and gave the woman the change.

As they were going out, he said, “Now, any time you folks want to
match up that bag, you just drop in and we’ll fix you up.” (“Fix you up good,”

John looked quickly over the stock. There was a two-bit commission
on any piece of luggage he sold and another two bits on anything over a year
old. Still eyeing the stock, John asked, “What size did you have to have?
Something in a two-suiter, perhaps?”

The man turned to the woman. “Is that what we want?”
“Yes,” the woman said. “Let me see that one up there.” She was pointing

to one of the high-priced bags, but John took it down anyway.
“How much is that?”
“I’ll check on that. Let me open it and look at the price tag.”
John knew what the price was but figured the longer be could hold

them, the better he could work on them. “That’s sixty-five dollars plus the tax,
ma’am.”

“Put it back,” the woman said.
John spotted an old blue plastic case edged with leather. It had been in

the store since the war.
“Here’s one that’s been very popular. All the edges are real leather and

it’s got real brass hardware. Here, look at the name stamped on the lock,” he
said, handing the bag to the man. “See, it’s stamped ‘Empire.’ You know that
name, of course?” (“If you do, I’ll eat the goddamn thing,” he thought to himself.)

The man just nodded his head.
“Is that a man’s suitcase?” the woman asked.
“Oh, yes, ma’am.” That was a lie, but he felt sure he could handle it.

“The manufacturers are making men’s and ladies’ stuff a lot alike these days. It’s
the style.”

The woman looked at him a little suspiciously. John thought, “Maybe
I better watch my step with this old gal.”

“How much is it?”
“That’s seventeen ninety-five, ma’am.”
“Haven’t you anything cheaper?”
“Not in a man’s two-suiter. Perhaps I could show you something

smaller.”
John reached for another bag, plastic and slightly smaller, but pretty

near as old as the one he was showing them. He knew the price tag was missing,
and he knew the price—twelve dollars—but he took another chance, thinking
if he upped the price on this suitcase, they’d be more likely to take the blue one.

“That’s sixteen dollars, ma’am. It’s not the size you want, but it’s
cheaper.” He placed the two suitcases side by side, opened, on the counter. The
woman shut and opened both bags a couple of times.

 John picked up the blue one and said, “You know, there isn’t too much
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he thought to himself.)
After they left, John lit up a cigarette, went back to the desk, and

began putting price tickets on some silver pins. About that time Bill, the other
salesman, came in.

“Sell anything while I was gone, John?”
“Yeah,” said John without looking up from his work. “That old blue

plastic bag that’s been hanging around here since the year one.”
“What did you do, use a gun?”
“Naw, I just gave them the old line and they fell for it hook, line, and

sinker.”
Bill took off his coat and hung it on a nail driven into the edge of one

of the shelves. “Talking about lines, I heard a good one at lunch.”
“For making women or money?”
“Money. Ed Parker, the hat salesman from Springfield, was telling about

a man and woman, acting like they didn’t know from nothing, loaded that
town with phony tens, and—”

“Bill—”
“No!”
“Yes!”

* * * * * *
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